Farm, Garden, and Household.
Written for the

Journal.

HOW SHALL WE FARM?
Xo. 1.
This grass which is consideras an unmitigated i>cst. is
w,i under the various names of "Witch grass’’
“Tall Meadow oat grass," ami variii.il; o,
m, iiai:i> Ukass.

l>y most farmers

ilher local titles.

farmer- have it upon
licit larms to the great annoyance ot lioeil crops.
tough fibrous, string-like roots penetrate the
all directions, rotators grow non land where
exists will he penetrated by its sharp roots.
farmers have seen its roots penetrating these
rs, and grown to the length of several feet bell them.
It is liard to he eradicated,and to pro-

i.v

good tops of hay needs rich soil. Where fields

top-dress
sharp-toothed har-

become infested with it. it is best to

spring go

r>

with

over

a

SAD AND SWEET.

FARM NOTES.

Many

Cutting

feed

for stork saves

one

fourth

Cooking saves one half the amount.
plants—Tobacco, pea straw, potato tops,
clover hay.
Potash plants—Turnips, beets, potatoes, cornamount.

Lime

stalks.
Silica plants—Oat straw, wheat straw, barley
straw, rye straw, hay, except the clover varieties.
Trees should be procured from the Nurseries
where they are to be set; as near as possible.
Fruit trees brought from western and southern
nurseries rarely do well. Such are the teachings of

near

as

'one.

i-

liven, ss. If lelt alone its numerous roots will
the soil and become bound by their own action,
11,,- crop of bay greatly reduced. Orchard
makes

a

(piality

properly cut

u

of

bay eipud

and cured.

herds grass fruit culture.
If it is desirable to berries.
to

adieate spots of this grass iii fields, gardens, or
places, perhaps the best way i- to smother it.
at i- cover the ground with straw, boards, mane or dirt to the depth sullieiem to prevent its

sending up blade-; where

it lias no
il will die of sutfoWe would not advise the
to express it.
.il orchard glass except under peculiar
iim-iiini’e., and never upon ground tit for ettlti-

iring
ban

oil

or

do tins in

io

one season

other giar-scs, and this covers

a

nearly

all

it, being deceived by
I, I
ouudiug naim or fancy title by which il
I Id- alon- is a strong iuducemeiit for
i.lleivil,
a
r- lo -ave their own grass seed, and thereby
,,f lauds.

i-

:

Mail)

sow

Some have
what they are sewing.
think that from II- name ii is adapted
Whether iti years past
ii iii orchards.
w a- all) connection of the two I am unable
Put from observation 1 should decide that it

i-tali

ie

’,

p.

!,| he the last variety of grit" that 1 should
an on luird with, unless | did il to choke and
id Ull the trees withTho»v
for

Uci.
,i
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nl-
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several \inehe- ol
are
grass some being adopted to
hill tops, and some to swampy
u>> intermediate
grades. “Wire

Blown top,"
Purple
grass."
iirious otlnr local varieties belong to
o- family.
Bed top malo-' a good liav, doe** be-t
moi'i i.-amy -oil', generally llourislies side by
•him*

old

**

\

cost of ten dollars.
I
Cranberry culture pays, our climate and swampy
soils are especially adapted to this branch of small

a

There

are

many varieties of

cran-

[

Every garden should have a row of the pic plant,
or rhubarb, also be well stocked with currant and
gooseberry bushes.
Fifty dollars a year runs out of each farmers sink
spout in the shape of valuable liquid fertilizers;

I

night!”

night!”

linished
at last, the litter of carpenters, masons, and
absorbents such as muck, saw-dust, or loam, should painters was cleared away, and he had brought
be placed where this waste will saturate it and with him his intended wife, that they might
thus !>e saved.
plan for fitting it up.
David had been engaged three years, but
To keep bugs otf from squash and cucumber
a
he said he could
vines, plant early, drive them as fast as possible, being prudent young man,
never marry till lie had a fair start in tiie
and watch them.
world, lie thought he had it now, since in
It costs twenty-live cents a bushel to raise pota- j
: addition to youth, health, a house and twenty
toes m Maine upon an average.
I acres of land, Mr. Burch, the great mill ownCrain crops require less work, arc more pleasant
er, had lately made him his foreman—a poto cultivate, and pay as well as potatoes.
sition lie hail long coveted. Their wedding
Hens that begin to lay early in the season leave
day was therefore fixed lor September—three
oil' early, vicn versa.
months hence.
It costs two dollars apiece to rear ducks.
For once in the world’s history, no one
Timber cut in December will last twice as long found any fault with the match, but all deas timber cut in March and April.
clared the happy pair were very well suited
A cheap durable roofing material is urgently to each other.
railed for by the farming community, and a fortune |
sally nearing, tlie imile elect,, with neither
X.

awaits the successful inventor.

a
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HENRY CLAY
our

special telegrams

a

belle,

new

nor a

house

was

genius.—9he

was

just

with domestic
habits, and a great many little feminine tastes
and fancies.
As to the
Dealing family, they were respectable, root and branch, and always had
been as far back as memory or records could
a

From

beauty,

Thompson’s

sweet

womanly

woman,

announced the end of a weary life, in stating
that Theodore, eldest son of Henry Clay, had goAt the present lime there were none of
with held- gra--. and ihardy variety,stand- died in the Lexington Lunatic Asylum after them
remaining in the town save Sallie and
The record of his blasttie v\ intei well, and starting early in the spring; a long confinement.
her parents, who were getting to be elderly
of
feed
when
ed
life
in
brief
is
this:
At
fall
in
a
good
pastures
Itirnishing
thirty years
age
when she was born. “It’s a good
|
Theodore Clay was a promising lawyer. lie people
rlv eropped in tin* early part of the season,
house and thoroughly built,” said David,
u -own clear it requires about one bushel of \ was the image and the hope of the statesman
around him with satisfaction. I alwhose lame was on every tongue. It is true looking
I pei
re, or lu pound- of clover and three I
lowed none but the best materials to go into
of
were
wild
and
that
there
living,
whispers
I top
The e unponent mineral parts are
f
it. It might have been done a third cheaper,
of indifferent morals, that somewhat tinged
but I said no—it’s for a life time.”
nearly as follows—
and
his
future
his
fair
even
darkened
repute,
-{a.
“And so bright and sunny,” said Sallie, “it
i.isl»,ls. Muguesla,*1. l*lios, aonl, a. Silica,
Still
it
was
that
these
were
hoped
prospects.
5.
Coin. salt-.
5,
M. Sul, acid,
l.irue,
seems like home
already. Some houses
be
of
and
would
the
result
east
but
youth,
strike, a chili as soon as you enter them, but
aside when circumstances called upon the
100.
I don’t think ours can ever be one of that
matured man to assert himself and make his
kind.”
referring to tin* analysis of the other grasses! talent felt in the
community.
“1 don’t think any house could, with you
h.ive been given in these papers, some interIt was at this turning-point in his life that
for its mistress,” returned David gallantly.
i, ug tacts can be learned, and one in this line is
Theodore Clay began to pursue, with an unIn every apartment Sallie found something
a g«lenn nt in the principal forage grasses, an- wearied
perseverance that caused his friends to
praise and admire, from the bay window
an
a r i- that ashes, which contain potash, ia
of
Lexington in the parlor, to the wash boilers in the back
great uneaniness, young lady
and
others
to
.-Ueiit application
mowing liolds;
whom lie had loved hopelessly. The object
kitchen. Opening the door of the bed-room
ui
be deduced by the enquiring mind. Our soils of his attachment, who is at the present moon the ground tloor she remarked—“This
lnTti yielding up their treasures of mineral ment one of the brightest ornaments of Kenshall be father’s and mother’s room. It’s
but
;• m-nts for years; continued cropping has reduced
kindly, just near enough to the parlor for company,
tucky society, repulsed, lirmly
offered
the
infatuated
attention
■!.-ar -to, k ot these, and poorer crops are the result.
by
every
and just far enough off to be quiet. You
N *w if we supply this back again to our impover- young man, after his meaning had become must have
planned it on purpose for them,
It was useless; be would not be
died licet- w all prop(*r culture, we can reasonably manifest.
such a dear good David as you are,” and the
bad. If the blood refused, and followed her in the streets by
li iv ’idts a- we on.
young lady laid her hand caressingly on his
day, and wandered in the neighborhood of arm.
Mne-i e lm e l and drained
hum in
v>ii !•
an
in
her
home
manner,
by night,
annoying
its ;it.
and health sustaining elements, diseaDavid took no notice of the slight advance,
until at last i! became evident that he “was
i w
d ie
and m uer.al prostration follow. So
however, but stood twirling bis moustache,
not all there,” to use the soft phrase by
and looking thoughtful and embarrassed.
vv nh niir -■-n-, if the elements are drained to a low J
which a kindly peasantry express insanity.
1
“Of course my parents are to live with us ?”
j-.-ti 11 ip and feeble effect s will be produced. Subsequent violent demonstrations tended to
said Sallie qucstioningly, after a pause.
11,
.imposed of pulverized rocks of all sizes confirm the impression, it being even related
“1 feared you might be expecting it,” anin tin minutest possible atom to the huge botildthat be went to the house of Mr.-and deswered David, “and I have evaded the subintei spersed with more or less decayed vege- manded his daughter at the pistols point, unject in such a way that 1 hoped you would
tide matter. This disintegration of particle- i- still til at last the wretched truth could no
longer understand me without any explanation. It
its
in
and
an
is
be
confinement
tile
solid
yielding
onward,
slowly
iiiui
ledge
ignored,
asylumbe- seems you did not, however, and the explaThis was accordingly
a
came
necessity.
to the surrounding soil, t lie boulder grows
it in h
nation may as well come now as any time.
bis
father
we
done
provid- If
fin lS7S:f,
believe),
-mailer eat h year, though it b>- imperceptible to j
you will think the matter over, you will see
and
leaving that
fhe minute parlit le- of the soil, billowing this | ed for bis support at that time,
this thing cannot be.”
in his will, the income from which
ii.
d law, aetetl on by the same force- ot lain, | -Mo,duo
“Why not?”
was secured to Theodore for life.
forces
..-t, heat, old and the various.mechanical
j That life, after thirty-eight years of impris- “Because nobody could reasonably expect
and
a young man to take such a burden on his
j
nature, are ( rumbling slowly ot -nilbecoming
onment, in what in the earlier days of liis
containshoulders.”
Now each particle
imer each year.
lie was wont to call “a good
confinement
“But they’ll not be a burden upon you—at
tin -aim elements as the rock from which it w:i*
some
of
the
but
big- least not much.
having
hoarding-house,
My parents are not pauderiv. d. dilferent rock- of course containing dilferhas
he
ever
saw
as
boarders,”
just
gest folds
urn* contain sulphur, some
pers.”
iiT pi >ui tr\ eieineiits ;
closed. For nearly thirty years lie was one
“And who’ll take care of them in their old
:,iii'c. some pota-li, -oine soda, some magnesia, of the most noted of the inmates, not
only
asked David.
age?”
or
ashes
-mm
salt, some lime. When we apply
his proud descent, but his graceful manners
“Who should, but the daughter they took
line t-> the soil, or other fertilizer, its action is
and How of conversation, rendering him an
care of when she was a baby ?” replied SalHe labored
three fold it feeds the plant with its own elements, object ot interest to all visitors.
lie.
the under hallucination that lie was George
t helps to disintegrate tin* soil and thus free its
“1 want my wife to wait on me.”
the
fond
of
mineral parts for plant uses, and it also unites its Washington, and was
assuming
“I don’t think I should ever fail in my duty
lemeiits with these in tin* soil, forming other de- traditional attitude of the Father of ins Coun- to
my husband.”
At the occasional balls given to the inltain permeates the soil; its try.
cent- tor plant food,
“I’m sure you wouldn’t my darling, so now
some 500 in number) he
mates
(averaging
or
tion is two told,wearing or mechanical,solving
it’s settled and we’ll say no more about it.”
was always exquisitely dressed in the style
hemn al; plowing and working the soil is me“David, I put to you the same question you
his
was
the
beau
excellence.
if
and
par
day,
iiunie.il; the attrition of particles upon each other
put to me. Who will take care of my pahis
all
these
gen- rents in their old
long years, despite
inter- them liner, tro-t discntcgrutes by expun- During
age ? Who if their daugheral gentleness and cheerfulness of manner,
ter forsakes them ?”
ion, by attrition, by j+lulion, heat by engendering he
was restless and discontented, and requirI
“I don’t ask you to forsake them," said
heinieal action, plants by penetrating and by cd close
!
watching, it never, in fact, having David impatiently, “that’s just like your highiiemieal mean-. Thu-chunge iscvergoing on. If we i been considered
prudent to allow him to go tlown way of putting things. I’m willing
ui hasten it we -ei more of the mineral elements
out into the grounds without attendants.
j
you should do as much for your parents as
We iueiva-e tin* fertility of ; About the
tv.
t.1 iced our crops.
year I8G0 his condition began to other
people do for theirs, but who hesitates
V
lie
mtr larnis in that proportion
and
soon
deafter
became
worse,
grow
to marry and leave the old folks behind ?
mented. continuing in hopeless idiocy until a
It’s the way of the world. The young bird
few days since, when death, greater healer
forsakes the old nest, and builds lor herself a
AGRICUL I URAL IMPROVEMENTS.
than time, placed him again upon an equalinew one.”
I ty with the peers of his early manhood who
“But David, have you never read how the
Ii Is .. i'v interesting, to the wide awake, practi- ! had
gone before him to the God that created stork that was
young and strong-winged car■ I observer of flic present (fay. to glance over tlie
him and did with him according to his inried the old one on its back ? And would
And
so
ends
as
sad
a
a
scrutable
will.
statiof
the
fanning
and
I>y
pie-cnt
community,
story
you have me less dutiful than the fowls of the
iivi'iil comparison with its former standing to "lean as the truth of history ever commanded to be
air?” replied Sallie. “Alter all, the brute
written.
mm Ii that i- encouraging. ami much that is cheercreation are no patterns for us,” said David,
Two sons ot Henry Clay yet survive him,
io". lint two generations ago this state was a
seeing how Sallie had turned the tables upon
ticiisc forest, covered with a primeval growth T. H. Clay, Ex-Minister to Honduras, now him.
And doesn’t the Scripture say that a
his
Lexon
near
“Mansfield,”
place,
Its sea coast undotted with the many residing
utuivs old.
man shall leave father and mother and cleave
John
M.
the
raiser
of
Kenand
Clay,
vessels that now add pleasing variety to’.its other ington,
Of course
unto his wife ? Answer me that.
and one of the greatest turfmen living.
the same rule holds good for women, too.
unties; it- islands Imt woody emerald greens set tucky,
So now my dear let’s drop the subject.
I
in the Mite surrounding waters.
Hoads were unknown, and the wild Indian roamed its magnificent
Judge Hi.auk on Buchanan and iiis haven’t shown you the second story yet. I
litudes, Imt little alum: its other savage inhalii- Cabinet.
Judge Jeremiah S. Black, who hope you’ll pride myself upon it,” and the
mt-.
Now on even hand ive sec liroad fertile was Attorney General under President Bu- young”man started to lead the way up stairs.
It’s no use to go any farther,” said Sallie,
iarms, neat trim farm houses, and its many hills chanan, and who was transferred to the
and Willeys, covered with llocks and herds. The State Department in December, I860, when ! mournfully, yet firmly.
“What do you mean by that?” asked David
i.!veiitiiroils settlers, lured hy the cheap, fertile the general disruption of the Cabinet took
as the champion of his pausing and looking back.
has
appeared
place,
! oid-; its vast natural
capabilities, its many appar“That I shall live where my parents do.”
old administration—and of Edwin M. Stanent advantages, set himself industriously at work,
“Without me ?”
ton ! Iiis article appears in the Galaxy for
here and there, and with the inflowing immigra“That’s for you to decide.”
and is written in answer to one on Mr.
June,
tion natural increase and progress, lias come about
“And I have decided. Of all the women
Stanton by Senator Wilson. He asserts that
the present prosperous state that we behold.
The
President Buchanan was not the weak and in the world I have chosen you—but when I
tog hut lias been replaced by tile frame dwelling, irresolute man he is
I do not marry your family.”
generally supposed to marry you,
snd ill many instances ttris hy more elegant resi- have
“Very well, David.”
been; that the last months ot his addences ul modern taste. Thriving villages have ministration were not marked
“IIow am I to understand that?”
by perturbation
“That you and I part company.”
fining nt* around our waterfalls. Cities dot our or indecision; that no member of his Cabinet
“Very 'well, it is then, ltut let me tell you
coast, and river course-, liaiiroavls with their iron dared to act in the interests of the embryo reft’s
h inds, are spanning the intervening spaces. Huge bellion while in olliee, and that the accusa- this, I’m not a man to be trifled with,
now or never with me—
laetories, with their hum of busy industry, and tions which have been made to that effect arc
“Never!” saidSallie.
base fabrications. He denies, seriatim, the
swarms of human workers, are rapidly increas“And let me tell you further, that if you
that Cobb deranged the Treasury;
charges
all
to
this
elevation;
All
Agricultural
points
ing.
that Floyd scattered the army; that Touccy won’t be mistress of this house, there are
these are hut aids, and incentives to agricultural
the
sent the navy on distant service; that
Thomp- plenty that will. There’s Jennie Burns,
improvements. Its quickening impulses arc to h1- son
the robbery of trust funds, or handsomest girl in the country—I won’t say
permitted
seen on every hand.
Improved implements, im- that Mr. Stanton, while
acting as Mr. Bu- that she’s to be had for the asking, but I have
proved buildings, improved fences,—a mingling of chanan’s
General, ever wavered in reason to know she thinks favorably of me.
Attorney
tlie beautiful with the practical,—shade trees by the
his Democratic interpretation of the law as to As to this freak of yours, it’s nothing more
wayside, evergreen and willow hedges, tasteful coercion of States by the Federal Government. nor less than sheer obstinacy under the guise
surroundings for the farm buildings, appurtenances He declares that Mr. Stanton’s Democratic of filial piety.”
of sowing manure, an increased attention to fertili“Hard words avail nothing, but I will say,
opinions did not change when the war opened,
zation. A social elevator and refinement among but that he was emphatic in his professed ad- that whoever you bring here, let it be Jennie
the farming community, an eagerness for infonna herence to them up to within a few weeks of Burns or another, I scarcely think she can
I could have been—I who
tion, and the increase of Agricultural knowledge his appointment as Secretary of War by Mr. be to you what
have loved you so long and faithfully. And
lie
181)2.
Fields
in
howmasses.
are
tlie
admits,
fitted
for
Lincoln,
January,
among
being
when you shut me out of your life and
the manure, wet lands drained, a revival of the ever, that his conversion was a real one, and David,
home because I refused to break the fifth
fruit producing interest; unsightly spots being was immediately followed by a change of
commandment, take care that you do not
cleared, renovated, and made productive, roadsides party relations.
shut out God’s blessing at the same time.”
and
the
land
average product
improved,
improved,
Sallie had advanced to the outside door
per acre raised by increased attention, and proper
Tliarc i7, nothing in a man that a woman and was standing on the threshold, and the
culture, a revival of the wheat producing interest, admires more than his reddyness and ability setting sun, which through the hazy atmosall point very significantly to tlie improved state to smash another fellow, and it iz jiss so with
phere was red as blood, shone full upon her.
that is going onward among the farmers of to-day. a hen.
When a rooster gets licked, the hens As she said the last words she raised her hand
These signs are truly encouraging to the interested all march oph with the other rooster it he to heaven, and bathed in that crimson
light
ain’t half so big or handsome. [Josh Billings. she reminded David of a martyrin the flames.
iili-ervc r of our agricultural affair-.
X.
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never

looked

so no-

never loved her so well,
but he answered not a word, lie walked
home with her in silence, and refused to enter the house.

A CHANGE OF BASE.
David

that she had

Fate. After discoursing a short time about
From Lippincott’s Magazine.
the lateness of the season, the
A GLIMPSE OF SAN FRANCISCO.
prospect for
crops,—Mrs. Black’s “rheumatiz” and Mr.
Brown’s broken leg—she came at last to the
We could hardly realize that wo were still in the
| nited
subject uppermost in her mind, and which 11
States, the whole surroundings were sounWhen the news of the broken engagement hail been the real motive to her call.
lamthar. ( hosts of tea covered with
hieroglyphics,
of
as
it
piles
the
soon
“So
|
Mr.
curious-shaped and colored garments formdid,
Burch is going to bo married,”
spread through
village—•
ed a fitting background for the noiseless movements
for David mauoMio secret of the affair—it was she remarked,
looking keenly at Sallie. I r(>* !he attendants as tliey went about their work,
the occasion of much wonder and not a little That young woman
gave a little start, which 1 lie atmosphere was heavy with
smoke,
gossip. Sallie’s course was applauded by the j caused her to prick her finger and stain her j; rising in curling clouds from the tinyopium
pipes held by
few, and condemned by tlie many—but the | work with blood, and let us hope that she de- ; two impassive figures seated on either side of the
little table, whieli held the inevitable
few were those whose good opinions were rived a
burning lamp
I
momentary satisfaction from the fan- j and tiny transparent cups to
be found in ci ery Chtmost to be desired.
that
the
cambric
was Mrs. Burdock and nose domicile.
cy
Mr. Choy Chew himself, a courj
That she could banish from her heart a love the needle a
dagger. She did not, however, teous, agreeable gentleman, seemed a vision, the
of so long standing, without a struggle, is look up or make
any reply, but her mother creature of Dreamland, as he sat perched upon a
not likely, but on this subject her lips were | said in the most
high stool opposite our party. His smooth face,
commonplace way in the | shaven
head and pigtail, the dark blue color and
silent. She grew a little thinner and paler, I world:
curious fashioning of his broadcloth
“blouse,'’and,
but went into society as usual, and neither
“Is he? Who’s the lady?”
above all, his restless, gleaming black
eyes, were in
J
i seemed depressed, nor assumed an artificial |
“That I hain’t found out, but lie’s fixin’ I marked contrast to the familiar appearance of the
some
of
On
this
our
called
Iter
account,
gentlemen
with
his
their
bearded
house
with
:
the beautifullest new things.
party,
gaiety.
faces,
heartless.
made an arrant there and saw ’em myself. closely-cut liair and American style of dress.
It was hard to shake otf the
that
this
was
feeling
Isn’t it shameful to sco her wear them
It must be the Queen of Sheby at least,” but a vision ot
Shadow-land. We looked out of the
pink ribbons—for till the world as if she glo- and Mrs. Burdock cackled at her own wit, " indows, but gained no help there, for the street
ried in what she’d done?” said Mrs, Bur- “He’s been down to Boston three times in was full of quickly-moving figures clad in the same
I
odd attire, with their boat-shaped
dock, which remark was duly reported to one week—only think ot it.” she added.
shoes, walking
and down, intent on their own affairs.
Sallie.
What iollowed Sallie did not hear—she felt upWe could
hut turn our eyes inward once more,
“I didn’t know they expected me to put on confused and bewildered, and was thankful and
wonder if our cars heard aright the well-spoken
mourning,” she answered smiling a little bit- when she could steal away to her chamber. Knglish in which Mr. Choy Chew was chatting,
Then she reproached herself for feeling dis- interrupting his talk with us to give an occasional
terly.
direction to the busy clerks, who transacted busiWhen Mr. Bearing heard what had hap- tressed at the news. “What is it to
me,”
gave orders, wrote in the huge ledgers, and
pened, lie said, “Our Sallie was always a thought she, “whether he is married or not ? ness,
watched us all the while with unconcealed amusegood girl,” and then lie seemed to forget all lie has been the kindest and dearest of friends, ment and interest.
about it,
He had received a paralytic stroke and I
The two smokers puffed placidly on, the light
hoped things might continue as they before
the tiny idol burned mildly, the atmosphere
a few years before, and his mind had never
were, but I had no right to expect it. Well,
grew dreamier and dreamier—civilization, progress,
been quite the same since, so tint nothing whatever
I shall always reverence rush,
happens,
hurry, bustle, whirl, all seemed tilings of the
made a lasting impression upon him. Mrs. him as the noblest man in the
world—nobody far past. It could not be that we were still a porHearing, on the contrary, begged he-daugh- can deprive me of that comfort.”
tion of the great Yankee nation—still under the
ter not to sacrifice her happiness for taem.
Like many other young ladies, Sallie was a beneficent rule of the warrior President. We look“My happiness will not be sacrificed moth- little given to superlatives, as may be seen. ed over at the municipal authority vested in our
pleasant traveling companion, the mayor of O-,
er,” said Sallie, quietly.
The next day Mr. Burch called, smiling as and
tried, like the famous old woman in Mother
Still it was not without a pang that she
as
ever.
He
confirmed
the
to settle our own identity.
truth
Goose,
handsomely
saw David riding by with Jeannie Burns— of Mrs. Burdock’s statement
At a few words—all tang and cluing and yang,
with regard to
he on the white-faced horse she knew so well,
those that were ski chi—an oldish Chinarefitting his house, and paid Sallie the com- except
man handed to us, on a tea-box lid, some curious
and she on her pretty pony. They saw her.
pliment of asking,'the benefit of her taste in dried, brown objects,
not unlike black walnuts in
too, and nodded and smiled two or three completing the arrangements.
appearance. Following Mr. Choy Chew’s example
lie
and
looked
still
his
times,
back,
“Will you put on your hat, and go over and crushing thorn between our lingers, there deholdirg
hat in his hand till they turned the corner.
veloped an inner kernel, resembling a dried prune
with me now?” he asked.
in looks and taste. These, we were informed,
Mr. Burch, besides being owner of the
“Certainly.” she said, and tried to add, were a species of Chinese
mills, was an amateur farmer. He took de- “with pleasure,” but the words got no farther wrote for us on Chinese fruit. hisOur host then
name and adpaper
light in drives and strange breed of ar.imi.ls, than her throat.
dress in English and Chinese, using a eamel’s-liair
and rare specimens of plants. 11c seldom
brush
and
India
She remembered how she had once gone
ink, and writing (or painting
would lie a more
visited the mills, leaving the care of the bus- over another house with another
term) with as great
bridegroom, rapidity as though applicable
ttie best Gillottpen and writing
iness almost entirely to his foreman. Beyond but it was not that
which
caused
her
memory
lliiid were his implements.
these facts, the towns people knew little of to
sigh as she crossed the threshold at liiver- The evening previous to this visit, while prowlhim, for he lived in great seclusion at his bank.
ing arounii Sacramento street, and watching the
place, River-bank, which was a mile or two
“Indeed, Mr. IJurch, you had little need of curious Celestials in their every-day life, our attention was attracted by a singular arrangement on a
out of the village.
any taste but your own,” observed she.
and we stopped for a nearer view. Nine
Having heard that his foreman was about They had nearly completed their survey of doorstep,
tiny lights were arranged alter this fashion.
to be married, he had offered him the pretti- the house, and were now
a recess
standing
by
est Alderney heifer on his farm as a present, filled with choicest
plants.
and invited him to come and select it himself.
“Then you are pleased ?” he asked.
upon the two ends and in the middle of the doorstone. While pondering and commenting, the
—David thanked him very heartily at the
“I am charmed.”
door
suddenly opened, disclosing a < hinainan with
time, but had never availed himself of the of“It still lacks one thing without which even a bowl
containing ashes and tire in one hand, in
fer Mr. Burch supposed this might be ow- Paradise was not
said—“its the other a huge wisp of burning scented
complete”—he
paper.
diflidence.
and
one
on
to
rallied
him
Eve.”
ing
day
This lie waved over the tiny lights, performed
the subject.
“A difficulty which will soon be supplied, some rapid hocus pocus, humped his head an the.
“I’m not going to be married, sir—at least I
door-sill, and vanished, the door closing with the
suppose,” said she, turning her back on Mr. same
quiet celerity which marked its opening.
not at present,” said David,
and
glum.
of
into
the
heart
Burch,
looking
looking intently
The lights burned brighter, and save for that no
“Indeed! I hope nothing serious has occur- a
token remained of this performance.
We lookcalla-lilly.
red," said Mr. Burch.
ed at each other more bewildered than be“That depends on you,” lit; said.
“It’s all oil',” said David, shaking his
and
fore,
took
our
line
of
in
a dazed
up
“On me!” exclaimed Sallie, facing him
progress
manner, mentally querying whether we had not
head.
now; “how can that be ?”
been unconsciously dropped into some strange
“A lover’s quarrel, perhaps. It that’s all,
“Because, unless you consent to marry me land, and not quite recovered our equanimity until
don’t despair. Young ladies like to be coaxI
shall
still
remain
some distance lay between us and tile scene which
yourself,
single.”
ed.
so puzzled us.
“Impossible!" said she.
With this oi currcnce vividly before us, we queried
“Not Sallie, sir,” said David.
“Have I presumed too much?” he asked,
of Mr. Choy Chew as to what it might mean. He
“I suppose, then, she has taken some new
her earnestly.
regarding
told us that their people worship the moon; that
fancy; they are fickle creatures, these woman“I meant impossible that you could think once a year, when the moon is “at its bigness and
kind. What suits them to-day, offends them of me,” stammered
simple Sallie, blushing roundest," they "make holiday and that e\ cuing
to-morrow.
had been the fullness of the harvest moon; so their
Well, cheer up, my lad, and rosily.
had celebrated it, and the performance we
learn to get along without them, as 1 do,”
“But seeing that it is not impossible—what people
iiad
witnessed was a burning of incense in honor
said Mr. Burch smiling, and laying his hand then—"
of pale Cynthia.
We then inquired if strangers
lightly on David’s shoulder.
would be allowed to visit the < 'hinese temples, and
“Why, then—”
“I’m certain Sallie never loved any one but
were
told
had
no temples in
lilt
“I shall
they
America, but
up the blank to suit myself,”
me,” answered David decidedly, “and since said he, bending lower, ami taking her hands oulv miserable little “joss-houses,'’ where we would
find
not much to interest.
so kind as to lake an interest in the
we would
are
If,
however,
you
in his, but to his surprise, she drew back.
take the trouble to go, there was one
a court
affair, I will tell you the truth about it. She
“There are some things that may cause just above Stockton street. And so we up
made our
was unreasonable enough lo expect to saddle
to
alter
said
she.
adieus,
shakes
of
the
hand
with
one
mind,”
your
exchanging
you
me with the care of her old father and moth“Well?" said he, and waited for what she after another who came forward smilingelfusively,
ami departed to lind the “joss-house." On the way
er.”
had to say next.
we meet How Vang, an acquaintance made the
“And you couldn’t afford to take such a
day
“I have been engaged before,” she said.
In fore, and under his guidance We proceeded to the
charge. Well, I’m glad you fold me, for that
“I know it.”
court, into a little house, up stair- to a back room,
is easily settled. Bather than two young
“To your foreman.”
entering through a small ante-room; and here we
found "doss." So far as we could team, “Joss*’ is
people be disappointed. I’ll raise your sala“1 know it.”
ry.”
“I hrvetwoold people dependent on my aa corruption of the Spanish "Dios," ami stands as
generic term for gods. The worship we saw,
“It was not just that,” said David, “the care."
and that which is generally performed, seems to
Deal ings have a little property of their own
“i know it.”
be of an appeasing nature. The evil spirits are
—but she had some fine-spun notions about
those who arc w orshipped—those w ho will do harm
“And I can never leave them.”
the matter, and wanted to take them into the
“And lean never wish yon to. It was if not conciliated by offerings and incense-burnings
and genuflections. The room w is a small one; an
family.”
hearing of your devotion to them, that first i oldish and exceedingly dirty "Chinee'’ (California
“Oh!” said Mr. Burch, and he paused ab- led me to seek
your acquaintance. 1 know j vernacular) was clearing up generally making the
ruptly, seemingly intently occupied with so dutiful a daughter must make a true and toilet of the excessively ugly and saturnine-looking
punching little holes in the ground with his faithful wife, and so I set myself to the task idolshin that sat in the centre of a long, low table
with cloths stitf »iih quaint embroideries.
gold-headed cane. “One shouldn’t be hasty of winning your affections Have I succeed- covered
A large china howl, very similar to a mammoth
in affairs of so much importance,” said he at ed ?”
punch-howl, was tilled w ith ashes, in which were
length. “Perhaps you may vet induce her to
Sallie was again in contemplation of the ; "joss-sticks" burning slowly, and tilling the air
reconsider.”
their heavy, ineenselike perfutm
Bound the
calla-lilly. But Mr. Burch was a man who i with
“It would be of no use to try,” said David, was not to be
room, in
"possible place, lmitg strips of paper,
put off with any evasions, so of that redevery
color so well known to us all on the out“for you might as well attempt to move <hc he
repeated. “Have I succeeded ?"
side of |>aeks of iire-eraekers, and covered with apsun, as to move Sallie Dealing when once
“Yes” said Sallie.
parently identical characters. These are the pro tibe
she gets set upon anything she fancies to
Then he kissed her, as it was high time he er*, written out and pinned up in quantities, in
her duty.”
should do, and said a great many fack-a-dai- one corner stood an uncouth representation of a
tiger, the jaws widely distended and stulfod full of
“Very unreasonable truly,” said Mr. Burch sical things to her of which this is one :
comestibles; rats and raw meat seeming to hold the
but there was a touch of sarcasm in his tone.
“I won't say that your personal graces had chief
place. This is to provide against probable
“And you couldn’t think of yielding your- no effect
upon me, but then I must have loved hunger on the part of Jlr. Tiger, and possible deself.”
vouring of humanity. Hut for the all-pervading
you had you been as gaunt and grim as—”
“Never, sir, never.”
perfumed smoke from the burning “joss-sticks,"
“Mrs. Burdock,” suggested Sallie.
air of the room would have been unbearable.
the
all
the
“Well, you shall have the Alderney
Both laughed and he. finished his sentence, Outside the door, in the little ante-room,
was ansame, for I suppose you won’t sell your —“Instead of the sweetest little
in
all
other howl, also stuck full of burning sticks.
lady
place?”
the world, as you are.”
We w ere told that at certain seasons this room is
“Not I sir, nor buy a rope to hang myself
So Mr. Burch fulfilled the prediction of tilled to overflowing with the articles of food brought
with, neither.”
Mrs. Burdock, and brought a wife to River- and ottered to their idols.
Mr. Burch laughed, and as he walked
All the intelligent Chinamen we met deprecated
bank, but that good woman was sorely disof going to see the “joss-house,” sayaway, he said to himself “I guess the heifer appointed that the expected “Queen of She- our intention
ing it was not worth while; that they had no place
will console him for his loss.”
but
little
turn
out
to
be
should
of worship in this country; that what were here
nobody
by”
David did not indeed buy a rope to hang Sallie
were only temporary substitutes. The men do not
Hearing.
himself, but he slipped his neck into the matMr. and Mrs. Hearing was very happy in seem reverent. How Yang, we noticed, looked
rimonial noose in the course of a few months, their new home, nor do I think their son-in- liiuuii the place \\ iiu eicu mine catcie-Miess than
we did, and seemed to feel utterly indifferent, and
and moved into his new house precisely as law ever
regarded them as a burden or wish- certainly was or pretended to lie entirely ignorant
he had planned to do—the only difference be- ed them
away, for he was more than once as to the name and title of the presiding deity, and
ing that Jeannie Burns was his bride instead heard to remark—“There is nothing which could not or would not answer any of our numerof Sallie Hearing.
questions.
gives such dignity to a house as the presence ousWe
have since seen stated that the women among
Sallie, meanwhile, was not left entirely of serene old age.”
the
Chinese, as in most communities, are the dewithout consolation; for if she had lost a lovNo special
misfortunes befell David vout worshippers; and we have also heard that they
er, she had gained a friend, and that friend
Thompson, and the world calls him a pros- are impelled to extra exertion in the matter by the
was no less a personage than Mr. Burch.
belief that in the future condition the most
perous man, yet sometimes when vexed to fond
She wras much surprised one day, on open- the soul by a vain, frivolous and heartless religious will be elevated from feminine inferiority
to masculine superiority—a belief, which, as the I
ing the front door in answer to the summons wife, he thinks of one whose steadfast spirit Chinese have very little respect for women, and I
ot the great brass knocker, to behold him might have been his stay and comfort.
treat them with neglect and contumely,gives great
And sometimes, when returning home at comfort—a comfort that possibly some of our
standing on the step, and his horse pawing
at tiie gate—about as much surprised as you evening, he fancies he sees standing on his strong-minded sisters might like to share, tor
it would afford huge satisfaction to those
would lie, if the statue of Washington which threshold in the crimson light of the setting doubtless
who struggle and strive after unattainable mascuadorns the square at Washington should dis- sun, a figure with one hand rajsed to heaven, line
prerogatives here, to know that in a future
mount from its rampant steed and pay you a and these are the words it utters—
state these will all be theirs of right and title.
We inquired closely of various residents ot San
visit.
“And David, when you shut me nut ol
lie extended his hand smilingly, and in- your life and home because I refuse to break Francisco who employ "Chinee” servants as to
their qualifications and the satisfaction they give,
quired for her father and mother, upon which the fifth commandment, take care that you in all eases the answers were favorable. They are
Sallie invited him in. He said he had been do not shut out God’s blessing at the same docile, quick, honest and reliable. O
Biddy-ridden
housekeepers! can it he that a day of deliverance
trying to obtain some of the old Euglish time!"
ever Norali or Biddy [trove at
Hid
the
is
had
dawning?
strawberry plants—he
Hovcy’s seedonce
quick to learn unit docile, honest and
ling and the Ilartlett, and in fact almost every
reliable? Chinamen, however, are not
The Exeter News Letter says: There was thoroughly
other variety—but the old English had beremarkably clanihj, though they can lie made so,
come very rare, and he was told that Mr. a young lady some years since, daughter of but of themselves do not care for cleanliness.
godliness nor its next virtue has had any
Hearing had it. Upon which Mr. Hearing Joseph Bartlett, Esq., of Nottingham, who Neitherover
them. A friend told us that for delisaid that he had, and that Mr. Burch was was a mute, She was liberally educated at power
she would put a Chinese cook forecious
welcome to some. And then they fell into a Hartford, Conn., and subsequently married a most. cooking
One peculiarity is, that owing to the national
The
fruit
of
mute.
also
a
deaf
horticulture
in
Mr.
conversation
about
Foster,
long
low estimate of women, it promotes comfort to
general, and Mrs. Hearing treated him to a glass this marriage was six children, all of whom have many of the necessary orders promulgated
of her elderberry wine. So he staid an hour can hear and talk like so many blackbirds. directly from the gentleman of the household. A
rather amusing incident came to our notice, illusor more, and
though he addressed but few They were recently at Nottingham, and even trative of tlic'ditlercnce it makes how one looks at
words to Sallie, his hazel eyes were upon her the youngest, a girl 18 months old, could ar- a
thing. One lady remarked in a most emphatic
ever while he talked to her father.
And so ticulate even more readily than most children way that one thing she would not permit, and that
upon one pretext or another he continued to of her age. What is the most amusing and was to allow her Chinese cook to wear his queue
come, until at last he came without any pre- interesting is, the little child, thus early, can down liia back- while about her premises. She had.
much difficulty, succeeded in obliging “John”
text at all.
use the deaf and dumb alphabet readily, and alter
to keep his queue bound around his head, and was
what she wants
The old
on their talks with her mother,
valued his

thought

ble, and that he had

The wan white clouds are trailing
Low o'er the level plain;
And the wind brings, with its wailing,
The chill of the coming rain.
Fringed by the faded heather,
Wide pools of water lie;
And birds and leaves together
Whirl through the evening sky.
“Haste thee away, O winter day!”
The weary-hearted weep and say—
“Sad is thy light, and slow thy flight.
Sweet were the words, Good night! Good

the ground will admit, after the
Tearing up the roots ami stirring experience.
ground lias
good effect upon its after proTo raise a bushel of pears in Maine will average
soon

as

..

lie

The sweet west wind is flying
Over the purple sea.
And the amber
daylight dying
On roadway, hill and tree;
The cattle-bells are ringing
Among the slanting downs.
And children’s voices flinging
(Had echoes through the. towns.
“Oh summer day! so soon away 1”
The happy-hearted sigh and say—
“Sweet is'thy light, and sad thy flight,
And sad the words, Good night! Good

the
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people

own

account not a

telling

society

little, but

more

because,

they said, the companionship of a cultivated gentleman like Mr. Burch was such an
advantage to a young girl like their daughter.
As for Sallie, she regarded him as a dear
brother, or at least she thought she did, until
her old friend Mrs. Burdock—the same who
was so scandalized by the “pink ribbons,”
destroyed the illusion. It was one afternoon
in early June, when Mr. Hearing slept in his
arm chair, his wife darned his stockings, and
Sallie sat stitching away upon some pretty
piece of nonsense—which, truth to tell, she
was much addicted to doing—that Mrs. Burdock stalked in like some gaunt and grizzly
as

to eat, ilrink and wear, and whether her head
aches or throat is sore, and many other things

truly surprising.

possessed

of

more

triumphant. Another lady, apropos to the same
subject, remarked that there was one thing persons
employing Chinese servants ought to lie most par-

Indeed all the children are ticular about: that it was a sign of intense dishis
than ordinary intelligence. respect and contempt when a Chinaman wore
pigtail wrapped round his head, and never should

Forty-one years was the good old age of a
horse which died recently in Ulster county.
Of him his disconsolate late owner says, that
he would take down the bars with his teeth
when he wanted to get out of a lot; and
when he wanted a shoe put on he would go
down to the blacksmith shop and wait there
until it was put on, and then return to the
stable.

Ibis be allowed by a mistress! "Where ignorance
is bliss” probably applied in the first case; but the
lady’s self-gratulatiou on her success was extremely comical to us when we had the “cue” to the arrangement of the qTieue.
In laundry-work these people excel; we watched them quite frequently, and saw that in this
worrisome portion of domestic labor they were
most competent. They do most ol the washing
and ironing of San Francisco—do them cheaply
taccording to California rates) ami well. To he
yore, their mode of sprinkling is iniii/t/c, ami not
-cry pleasant to think about, but it is thoroughly

successful as to results. We stopped one morning
at Ho I.uu's estalilishmcnt.
With the uniforni
goodhumor that greeted all our prvings, the busy
ironcr.s looked up, nodded and
smiled, "IIow dot”
"Walk in,” and went on
assiduously with the
pieces in hand, evidently appreciating that we
were "lookcrs-on-in Vienna."
A large bowl of
water stood beside the iron; the ironcr stooped his
face down into it, taking up a mouthful of water,
and by the action of the tongue against the teeth
ejected it in a line spray like mist cquully over the
article to be sprinkled. Two mouthsful thoroughly
and uniformly dampened the piece, and then he
commenced to iron. Comment is unnecessary.
We were told that in San Francisco alone'thenarc tifty thousand Chinamen. So far as we could
learn, they are among the quietest and most inoral
ot citizens.
“Chinatown” had a great fascination
for ns, anil we roamed through its boundaries at
all hours of the day and evening, eagerly interested
in observing these people, who will he, wo feel insured, a power among the nations of the earth of
no slight nr mean force. Their educated men are
scholars of great attainment; two or three of the
leading merchants, with whom we conversed, told
us that in addition to
speaking Engli-.ii and Chinese,
they could converse in French, Spanish and German. These we must remember, are business-mint
not students.
One peculiarity we noticed was tbe lack oil children in Chinatown. We only saw two in all our
wanderings; one mite of a Chinaman, looking like
his father viewed through the wrong end of an
opera-glass, with shaven front ami pigtail complete,
save that the short braid of hair was eked out by
strands of red silk, was very amusing. He applied to one of the gentlemen who w as enticing
him into conversation for a "bit."
You are not a
good boy—I can't give you a "bit I" was the teasing rejoinder. “Clii-.a hoy vellv good, Mellican
boy no good. Mell -an men no good—got no pigtail. China boy got pigtail,” was his instantaneously indignant rep'v, and won for him his coveted
■

“bit.”

On Sundays Ibis portion of the city is alive; tin
barber-shops are crowded with customers waiting

tliejr turn to lie freshly shaven and to have their
The gambling-houses, whose
queues rebraided.
name is legion, overflow ; the dreary squeak of the
so-called music resounds on every side, lu many
shops ami workrooms labor is going on; shi
making, cigar-roll mg and similar avocations arc
being pursued. It is a busy, bustling scene, ami
more than ever make- one feel that he is away
from home. Kinging incessantly in our ears dining our walks among tills people was a verse well
known in childhood, but scarcely thought
-iuee.
"1 think the goodness and the gr:n v
Which on lav birth have smiled,
And made me in this blessed land
A happy Christian child.’'
\Ve could not but feel, as we wandered and locked anil listened, that here, to our very doors, is l>eing brought a solution of the vexed problem oi
cheap labor; that here is to be found relief for our
overburden housekeepers: that here is one v/av to
help Christianize that mass of idol-worshipping
humanity, a nation of four hundred millions of p>
pie bowing down to gods of wood and stone.
As for the servant question, what we most want
is
reliability. In the Chinese character this i- a
very marked feature; we were told that as nurses,
they were admirable, faithful, affectionate and careful, and thoroughly trustworthy. They learn with
great quickness, and oner shown how to do a tiling,
repeat it ad infinitum with complete exactness, >
long-enduring, mueh-pitt-tipon housekeeper, in
these days of incompetent help, docs not this sound
with infinite sweetness in your weary cars?
ltut although of absorbing interest, Chinatown
and its inhabitants couid not occupy all our thin-,
and as Memory glances backward over the many
bright remembrances of California gala-days, n.uc
stand out In more vivid brightness than the one occupied in an excursion by rail round the Hay ot
San Francisco.
A wise one has said, It is better tobe born lucky
than rich.'’ Surely we all caiue under the le ad ol
lucky who were invited guests upon the grand excursion given to the Grand Lodge of Odd Fellow-,
it was one of the usual magnificent mornings that
those fortunate Californians can alw ays count on
during the dry seasons, when a boatload of u, was
emptied into the special train awaiting us at Alameda. Over three hundred good-humored, goodnatured people were carried off, Isnind on getting
all the delights possible out of the day. Though
countless vineyards, beside innumerable orchards,
past enormous wheat-fields, all betokening plentiful
prosperity, merrily jolted the train until it drew up
at San dose. Here < arriages in profusion denoted
ev|Mctu,it hosts, and a transfer from cars to coaches
was quickly made. A short drive through tliiquaiut old Spanish town brought the party to tin
theatre, iuto which all were escorted, and found a
beautiful and gorgeous collation spread Im-Coiv
them. In addition to all needful siibstantials and
solid pieces dc resistance, at short distances were
huge trays heaped and piled with fruits, tinmens,
apples (of the kind that requires two apple pies to
exhaust the capabilities of one apple), pears of
choicest varieties and most enormous growth.plums,
green-gages, apricots, nectarines, ripe and dried
figs, and, crowning and exceeding all, the grape,—white and Mack, golden brown and faint yellow :
Hlack Hamburg. Hale Tokay. Rose of Hern, and,
best of all in our judgment, the queen of the vim -,
the translucent, pure, delicious White Muscat. It
reminded one of the ancient days when the Hoddess of Plenty in
person visited the earth, mid we
felt sure Ceres’ horn itself could have brought
forth naught more magnificently and abundantly
plentiful. Hut the day was fleeting, and word
to fall in again, and ere many minutes tin(■aim
train of carriages was whirling up'the valley to
Santa Clara. Along under a double row of tree-,
interlaced and interwined till a complete canopy
was formed over the road, past old Spanish mansions, by new “ranches" and beautiful countryseats, for four miles of fresh beauty and constant
novelty we drove, and came to the little town ot
Santa Clara, where the train was patiently waiting.
Another ride of twenty-live miles through the valley, with new prospect uudtresh delights, to Menlo
I’ark Station, where more carriages invite another
change.

This time we found ourselves driven into tie-

park ol a private gentleman, past the herd of antelopes, up the approach to tho halt door, which
stands invitingly open. The three hundred guests

scatter around the lawn and pleasure-grounds, or
walk into the drawing-rooms, parlor and billiardroom, when- all are most welcome. The ladies ai e
urged to ascend and see for themselves the arrangements above stairs. They find on the first floor
cloven exqisitely decorated and furnished bedIn one room down
rooms, all entirely diflevent.
stairs a large mantle mirror presents a sail appearit
is
cracked
and
seamed
from
for
ance,
top to bottom. Inquiry elicits that this is the result of Iasi
year’s earthquake, and some of the fearful souls
congratulatu themselves that they live in colder,
calmer climes, where earthquakes are unknow n.
This gorgeous mansion belong-, we regret to bate
to say it, to a—/nte/iefor, who also possesses a
house in town 1
once more, however, the carriages are filled up,
and a couple of miles of riding brings us to another
elegant place, through whose gates we are whisked,
and find on alighting a benovolent, handsome gentleman, who says, “Ladies and gentleman, you are
welcome. Walk into the orchard and help yout
selves; cat all you can, and carry away all you can
too.’’ With which all-embracing inviiation we do
walk ill, and stand wellnigh bew ildered with an
"emhtmmvx lies richi. xsrs.” Heiide the main walk
stand boxes heaped with lacked apples and pears,
while on every side are fees loaded down with
fruits innumerable—tons and tons and finis. apparently. Apples, peaches, pears, quinces, plumapricots, nectarines, grapes, abundant and nuin,
less: almonds, English and black walnuts,groundnuts, figs, S'luaslu's, pumpkins and melons meet
the eve on every side.
Mr. Atherton s generous ami lm>pit;it>t<' invu ition was literally carried out.
Kveryliody w reating fruit, ami tilling; pockets ami hats ami handkerchiefs gleefully—picking up an enormous peat,
only to drop it for a still huger specimen. It waHut there w ere imue
a scene to he remembered.
pleasures vet in store, and again the cavalcade w as
set in motion, this time proceeding to the countryhouse of Mr. Selby, mayor elect of San Francisco.
Here was another open orchard and more fruit;
here also our own immediate party encountered
friend, who insisted upon taking tts to the house
and introducing us to the ladies. \v, found a line
table spread with fruit and cake and California
wines, as well as French liqueurs, and were till
made charmingly welcome by the hostess and the
three unusually pretty girls who were guests. A
little later and we were once more on the train,
which stopped for the last time about twenty miles
from San Francisco—at Mr. Hayward's line establishment. Here the great attraction lay in the
flowers, which abounded in endless profusion and
glory beyond our capacity todescribc. All manner
of hot-houses beauties here flourish through the
whole year inconstantly repeating niagniliomco.
Somebody near us remarked, "Well, if I had a
place like this. I never should coat to go to
heaven!” Another feature of this place is tie
stable, built of California woods at a cost ol twentylive thousands dollars. It is a pattern li.r beauty
and elegance. Tho stalls and interior woodwork
are of California laurel, paneled with red-wood.
The eases provided for the harnesses, whips, etc.,
have plate-glass fronts in solid sheets, worthy any
elegant library. The income of the owner of ail
this being forty thousands dollars per month in
gold, he has ample margin for indulgence in even
more

extraordinary freaks.

Itut this long and uniquely delightful itav was
fast approaching its close, and once more the train
moved oil, landing the party very soon in San
Francisco again, with food enough for pleasant
memories for many days to come.
We think California may he called the land ot
paradoxes. The summer time has cooler weather
than the winter, flowers of the choicest, tendercst
varieties grow' out of doors all the year, and Sun
Francisco gardens are radiant all the time with
newly-recurring beauty. Yet for twenty miles
around the city, it is “too cold to raise grapes."
Each mouth has its strawberry crop, and in each
mouth tires are necessary and warm wraps needed.
Yet there is somethin</ delicious and fascinating
about the climate and ill the surroundings of San
Francisco; and we were nearly ready to acquiesce
in the positive assertion of some friends, that there,
and nowhere else, was situated the original garden
ol Eden, Whatever claims ihe Euphrates mb/M have
had, they were overshadowed ami effectually extinguished by the superior glories ol the SacramenThe blight which one often sees covering the
to.

KtaBMPBi

|

beauties ami glories of Nature seemed wanting
there. The fruit was all spcokless, the pears and j
as ;
apples entirely free from worms; it did seem
though the flaw which we find in everything
mundane had not reached these Western shores.
tine thing was delightful to eyes used to the as*
prepeel of allairs in the Eastern cities—the large
all public
ponderance of men in the streetsweand
should
judge
places. About six to one woman
Think of that with
was the average proportion.
where
the
a
of
eity
denizens
who
arc
rnvv, ye
b-minitic population is thirty-five thousand more
A.
M.
tiiau the niah-!
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INDIANS AT JTHE WHITE HOUSE.

THE

WASHINGTON MATTERS.

Ct^piiblitmi

THE INCOME TAX.

eighteen

seated

along the

east

side of the room.

HOW TitKV I.OOKKD.

»oi1111 rail" and his bravos wore dressed in
blankets, wliite leggings, white shirts, and
iih each a single eagle feather adorned the lock
tif their hair,
Their faces were painted with the
ar paint, and all the head and feather trinkets of
ih body and legs were used, “lied Cloud" was
horribly painted, neek, face and even his head.
il> wear' a grotesque head-piece made of eagle
t ather- and attached or sewed
into red flannel.
I’his was trailed dow-i from the UoimI to the very
round, ami wa> not only odd but beautiful. “Red
l>-»g," his lieutenant and orator, also had on an
iii'ie feather head-dress, as had several ot the other
■!iiei>.
All kinds of grotesque shawls, blankets and
r
with a variety of shirts, leggings, and every
<
meeivable kind of head and trinket adornment,
u i-iv hrought into use
by lied Cloud and his hand,
!n• ii* -quaws wore short dresses, with high bodies,
and their rheeks, noses and foreheads were
■
inch thick in red paint. The two hands took up
ih-- eiitir- side of the Kast Room, and were not
atcii ;i moment before they commenced to jabber
n. a>
at each other at a feari'ul rate.
>.1 ut
w

«•

in: distingeishep pale faces.
1

StTKlIlt COSTl 'Ml’.s

The House to-day disposed of an important qucstion on the income tax. It was fixed at the rate of
3 per cent, with $2000 exempted from the income,
and the inquisitorial feature of the present law
abolished. On a direct vote to abolish this tax altogether there were but 5(j votes in favor of it and
12a against it.
taxing c. s. liOXDS

An animated debate took place on Friday in the
House upon the proposition to tax United States
bonds. It was shown that England had repeatedly
taxed her securities and consols, and that a resolution bad not long ago passed our House of Representatives taxing our bonds ten percent. Notwithstanding this showing. Mr. Sehenck flew into
virtuous indignation, and intimating that the advoAs
cates of the proposition were repudiators.
Gen. Butler had advocated it he took umbrage at
to
show
and
that
the
the appellation,
argued
proposed amendment could not be construed as repudiating our indebtedness, but only sought to enforce
the payment of a tax already assessed in another
form. Several members on both sides of the House
supported the amendment in a warm debate. Upon the vote being taken, it appeared that all the
Democrats and about thirty of the Republicans, including Gen. Butler. Gen. Logan and Mr. Allison,
favored the amendment, which was lost by a majority of about forty votes.

j

ai.

srurnisi:.

Witlii11 a few minutes the. President, with his
:>ariy. liad all gotten into the Fast Room and taken
iicir position on tin* west side of the room; the
!*:•'--ideiit, with .Secretary Fish, Gen. Parker and
Mr. Iicaiivi>, the chief interpreter, taking places at
tie- head of the room with Mrs. Grant, Mrs. Gen.
Parker, Mis. Fi-li next them, and so on they were
distributed, waiting and looking at the Indians,
ami the latter lounging lazily on the sofas and
oaring at them. It was a mutual surprise. Soon
ton. Parker gave a signal and ‘‘Spotted Tail" with
hi' braves arose from their seats and one by one
advanced to where tin President and his group
w> re standing, and then commenced
introducing
the hand-shake and the “How." “Red Cloud”
and hi- hand followed, and round they went one
alter the other and “Ilowed" it witli each and
every lady and gentleman present.
A GENERAL “PITCHING IN."
P*y th>‘ ladies it seemed to he especially enjoyed.
I hey had no fear of “Red Cloud" and
“Spotted
Tail ;",witli their gloved hands they appeared to en<"> the huge shaking they gave and received from
*!"• 'oil' ot the forest.
The stately Mrs. Thornton,
Mr-. Fish, the beautiful Madame Gareie and the
•
"inpii'hed Madame Gerolt and lmr fascinating
daughter*; Mrs. Ford, wife of the Secretary of the
Rritish Legation, one of the most versatile and
popular ladies of society here; Miss Fish and a
number
popular belles who barely reach the tips
of the gloves of the most fashionable beau; of the
m >de-t
and retiring Mrs. Hotitweil; the dashing
•■'cl sprightly Mrs. < reswell, the staid and reserved
Mr- Cu\. and the hundred and one ladies,
young
and old. -ingle and married.
All seemed to*forget
I'U the time being the severe rules of
society, and
'■'■nerally. in plain terms, “pitching in." ‘Good
"*u»ds of hand-shaking and innumerable
questions
through the interpreters were indulged in; examining the costumes, the hair-dressing, the paint
>!.
their cheeks, the heads and ornaments of the
Indians, and the brilliant diamonds of our own
P> pic. the und'T-remarks and laughter of each
i'liay.
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them
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paying all their expenses in that City amt
their traveling fee.. hack and forth. A<almn!
five, hundred of the society will attend, it will
he not a small lull to pav. The Society will
sing Elijah one evening, .Mad. I'aivpa and
M. X. \\ hifttey sustaining the solos.
I here is to he a
large musical festival in
Music Hall next Tuesday evening, with a
powerful orchestra, and a choir of one

Kentucky hold A. W. Paine Esq., of Bangor. lions. J. II. j and a very pleasing and impressive spectacle thousand voices under the skillful direction
elections.
In Delaware, which is strongly Drummond. Anson P. Morrill and S.
On
L. Mil- they presented, as they marched under escort of Carl Xerrahu and 1’. S. (iilmotv.
Democratic, the radicals hope to prevail by liken, cftectively replied to the
the streets on route for their different Wednesday takes place the annual festival
through
of
arguments
aid of the negro vote. Kentucky elects on the
anti-consolidationists, and the vote was; stations. Mach soldier carried a beautiful of the school children of lioston. l'lie.-e,
the first Monday of August, Representatives carried
by a large majority. The old board bouquet, and each Post was accompanied by with the rehearsals id'the Handel am 1 lavdn
in Congress and a State Legislature.
The ot Directors ot the Maine Central
having re- wagons loaded with flowers, arranged in Society are likelv to make Music Hall tv
September elections will be in Maine, Ver- signed, the following gentlemen were elect- i bouquets,
anchors, and sound with -weet sounds for the wee I,
harps, crosses
mont and California: and then come the ed :—Richard I).
Rice, of Augusta; (ieorge! pyramids. One of the pyramids of flower*
Monday next i- Artillery Election l».i\
more important October and November elec- M.
Patten, Bath; John 11. Brown Portland: was -n immense as to be nearly four feet and
gi neial holid ty in tie cite
leery
tions.

Abner Coburn, Skowhegan;
Reuben If
of these—Ohio—the Democrats Dunn. Watervillc; Amos 1>.
Lockwood,
are already
preparing. On the 1st of June Lewiston. James P. Rawson, Esq., of Bantion.
held their State Convention. Members
gor is also a member representing the city of
4MtUorAce Dodd, 121, Washing Street, Boston, is they
an authorized Agent for the Journal.
of Congress will be elected in Ohio, as in
Bangor, by express stipulation. At a subother States, in the Fall; and there sequent
Subscribers are reqdested to take notice of the date on many
meeting of Hie Directors, Richard
the oolored slips attached to the paper. It is the only will also
be, in that State, a choice of Secre- 1). Rice was chosen President.
form of receipt now used. For instance, 15 May 08,
means that the subscription is paid to that date.
When tary of State, Auditor,
Judge of Supreme
a new payment Is made, the date will be immediately
Doubt is enterchanged to correspond, and thus a receipt in full is sent Court, and other officers.
Notwithstanding the great fuss made a
with every paper, Subscribers in
to forward the sums due.

it acorns Unit hern one might have passed into
that ecstatic state.
1 lie Handel anil
Haydn Society will go to
New York -the managers id'the Celebration
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tained whether the
nate

square at the ha

e.
The eiunetencs adjoining one will he jubilant.
New 1 irk is to witnc : I lie pel' form ante ot
King's Chapel and Trinity Chun-h, the .anon the Common, the Old Granary and others Handel tli' month, w ith Edwin I’.oolh, Eeeliin the City, were decorated
by the John A. ter, .1 W Wallaek. Ee>ler M alle i,. Har.;
Andrew Post !•>.
This Post afterwards port, Shewed], detl'er-on, .Mi
I.l.-e.| Old

one

Republicans

to Alt. Auburn and joined with Mrs Wallaek in the east
various other Posts and organizations in the
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The lied

River ivlieC -lilt I lit. «
of the other Radical members for Congress; recent discussion in Congress brought out slov ami measured tivad to and around their
lli le w raili ad lint., li om 11 n, \ ilf i., la.. Hand
if they do it i.«probable that many of them the fact that the force has been increased .i\ comrades1 graves, and there kneeling with
CONGRESS AND THE SHIPPING INTEREST.
is to he iinniisliateW taiilt.
will be defeated.
hundred over that ot the past year. The uncovered ln-ads, amidst the silent assembled
Tie* mereliants el New York ev im.ui
The full report of Tuesday’s proceedings,
jt
to
the
of
solemn rolling
the drums til HI- to ( 'iiiisiv-s in favor of < In in lli a
There will he, beyond question, some im- economy and retrenchment pretence is the thousands,
Initio luIt at last proves to be true that the Ways and which had not reached us when our remarks
re! ival et' A iiierieau vouuneive.
the
of
and
then
colors,
sheerest
that
was
the
ever
depositing
dipping
portant changes against
humbug
pul forth
Means Committee have agreed on a Funding hill.
Republican party
floral tributes fair, fresh and green, but not
The Oregon h tion promis.'- to !„■ iiileiv-tin
It is a virtual substitute for the Senate bill, and of last week were written, extinguished all in Congress, in next Fall’s elections. Wh ‘tilbe
to
the
House
will probably
on Tuesday
reported
file ili-alit'i-tia! Repulilii m- o|i|io-e the n -eleetiuu
hope of the passage of Mr. Lynch’s bill for er there ivill be enough to overcome the e\
fairer or fresher than the memories of tin
LETTER FROM ROCKLAND.
next.
Members of the committee keep its detail’s
ot l liift-iI M ite- Seiiatoi \\ iiliaiiis mid lie 11,an,,
the relief of American shipping. The House
honored dead. At the conclusion ol dure
Correspondence of the Journal.
very secret, but it is definitely learned that the
isting fridulent majority,remains to be seen.
'■rats ale eoiiei iitraling tlieir -inai rtli u |ioa Ne iiiilli
compulsory section of the Senate bill is omitted, refused its favorable consideration by a decis- But the fact that this Radical
ceremonies a short but. eloquent adilres- was
IbtCKf. v\i>. .hint- (1. IsTO.
and the banks are not compelled to make, an exCongress and
to elect him to siieeec-d William-.
The bond agreed on is a long ive vote.
the parly who sustain it in its violations of
change of bond
“High towers, fair temples, goodly theatres, delivered by ltev. David (>. Meat's. At All.
Ill l’llWlUckel I grindstone III \rl' |\ I e| e
four per cent, gold bond.
Secretary Boutwell,
We predicted this result at the beginning the Constitution, have
fallen into popular strong walls, rirli porelies, princely palaces, fine Hope. Forest Hill, Woodlawn and other diameter, Uluru whirl! a man w
iiandiea liti
who knows pretty well what the committee have
hurst in
streets, hrave houses, sacred sepulchres. sure cemeteries in this
destroying me i,.| ,r ?i, ,!l!Mn,
done, does not approve of the leading features ot of the agitation by the commercial interest. disfavor, and are under
vicinity, very nearly the breakingpieces,
popular condemnaa
two inch -leil'tie
m t pilm
li
the new bill. He is not without hope, however, It needed no remarkable
sweet
gardens, stately galleries—All these same scenes were witnessed. In Charles- deliris aliout t lie imharineit u nrkiiieM.
gilt of prophesy to tion, the elections in Connecticut and New gates,
that out of the disagreement of the two houses on
<Oh pity!) now are turned to dost."
this measure, he will vet get from a Conference foretell that Congress would not give a fav- York l ave
In I’ortlailil. a young man r\ ho rv i- uniinoii a
already indicated The Fall elec- The above is not strictly true ot our condition, town, Hen. Joseph 11. Hawley, of ConneetiCommittee a bill that will be acceptable to him.
orable consideration to this measure while tions—dreaded
!
cut. wa- the orator of the day, and the ad- into court to -Imrv cause w hy lie -Inulit not t..
Covode
&
Co.
in
hut
by
has
outwardly
that
Congress
everything
appearance.
THE SIIII'l’.tTI.llING INTEREST.
there should be any wild and foolish chimera —wih serve to
ercilileil with tile paternity of a clnid. Iiinled aw ,.
give a more general and im- The long continued dry weather whit h we are hav- dress was delivered in Trinity Church
Mr. John Itoche. proprietor of the Morgan Iron
white testifying.
to
claim its attention. Let a negro he whiphas turned our once muddy streets into dust,
Works, in New York, who lias been here for
to
ing,
to
the
the
work
of
fact.
the
portant emphasis
previous
decorating
graves
several days working in favor of the bill for the re\ Trnr lady is said to lie so ,|, ,f that dm in
and
tth!
such
is
not
to
he
for
a
bacon
house
in
the
dust,
found
anywhere
South,
robbing
A beautiful lady accompanied by her not yet
vival of American tonnage, went home this even- ped
salute of tweiitr-oiic gulls fia.iu tin ar no. 'in ,c
else in Maine: made up of lime, lime ashes, soot, A
ing. Now that Lynch's bill appears to be out of or a wench be refused the best seat in the
AN ENORMOUS SWINDLE.
live year old son—a bright, aiVoetinnate liild served to start and listen as the he! nn rr
lie, I.
The city government has no authority, or neglects
the way, for this session at least, the friends of
aiid llnai ewlaitned "( a me in."
best railroad car, and that august body would
was
American tonnage are looking for some new plan
among the manv auditors at thi*
In the intervals of its negro paroxysms and to make provisions for sprinkling the streets, ami
1 In* 1 ortlau I
11•
ill I\
..»k
ini'* I-. •i,,h
which will accomplish the object. It seems proba- explode in fulminations of wrath and de< hiinli.
Stirred, likeothers, 11\'t In; t-li »< |iio ii t 1
amendment spasms, Congress employs itself individuals particularly interested have made no
ble that another measure besides that introduced
tv.■!
in
4:
> OUllLT wom.lli lilt >tl :h III
| 111mands
for
lint
when
the
once
united
to
this
effort, up
vengeance,
time, to have il done : and | words of the orater. to thoughts of th In -nv l<>vir;ltin|l.
by .Senator Chandler will be brought forward in
in conniving at swindles of the
public so we arc compelled to suffer on, and c/.s/t forwhat
the Senate, and that if time allows it will receive great interest of the country, and the means mainly
j Uiys in 1 line, who had not only dir.I noli.\ in
lands. For years past that pliable body has
favorable attention in the House also. It appears
<>m- I:*«I\ ami ii-<
hi It Hi
iii.m
iiufi«*
;
Burns rDmiilninril of. "A lung conlimicd, a day's
which the coast of Maine has been enrich! hattle, lint
who had joili il and peri died I m*iii !. | IVt.in l!i M -till. : lit- mi. i,
to be the unanimous opinion of the iron shipbuild- by
In
t
been as potter’s clay in the hands of the bank- rain."
•
ers of the country that they cannot construct iron
11
>.
I 1! w ‘H i h
**lll’Iillir :ii^ ! 111 ?r
Ii
ed, asks for relief from the unjust measures
! amidst tin- exposures ol camp or tin- haul
vessels out of imported materials for a variety of
The this Works, in this city, which have hivn
al,.
ing and moneyed interest, giving the most
of
reasons.
tlieir
lives
First, because the freight would have to which have dragged it down to death, it is unheard of
I
with
prison -giving up
N
1 :i 5*\\ ! I ii
advantages and Shylock interests closed tip lor nearly two years, are, I understand, ships
r* -i •’lit •! :i
-liiv
,|‘ |m
be added. Second, because such ironplate would told that the matter is
out
a murmur tor tin- honor of tint dour old
unworthy the serious to the
Km»\ hi ! I.in- win 1::ti 1 r«»:. I.
have to be rolled at the mills to the exact size and
of both this and foreign soon to he started again. They have been hough!
money-lenders
a
new
are
in order to save waste. Third, because of the de- attention of Congress !
-her
heart
now
swelled
with
emotion
and
company,
being repaired, and Hag
Kn\.. H. A. Phillnowk |.11!.ii-11.
in i:.,
w
countries. They pursued that productive up hy
lay that would be incurred m consequence of having
What shadow of excuse is there for this
we hope soon to have itetter and more
ligh than eyes grew dim with tears. The little bnv at A-hnrlm-r ;i .-»r.l a\im- I, i- m*t
in |.|
to send orders for material- to a country 3,000
until the pockets of the people wore
calling
what is to he derived faun kerosene lamps, or ta!
Radical papers tell us that the shipmiles away from home; and fourth, because to course ?
hi r side knew nothing of the soldiers' still'er- >poliMhlc it»r ii> poli(it ;i| <i(ii11i.• ii.
I’i ..i. iMn ii
thoroughly squeezed, and now the public do- low candles.
build such vessels of imported material would builders themselves cannot
i- is liuii li :»> In* an nii.it:
terms
theology
and
could
not
their
upon
agree
claims
comprehend
necessitate the employment of about three times
main comes in for their exclusive attention.
The political pot is beginning to boil, though very ings.
Tile \\il* of I >f. 1 it'll In'll, 1’ rinl.t'l* i|ln.i.
of relief, and this has been reiterated e-'pecithe capital.
our hearts, our love, our sympalldes,
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Neither do manufacturers agree upon
tilings here, 1 have been unable to ascertain just mother's grief, and it pained his litth tender
ment upon the reserved lands, and is
day. the House was quite disorderly at times, and
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ov in \--vv V -I
the Speaker had his bands full. Covode, of Penn- tariff or tax, still Congress does not therefore
mm fowl
And so moving a
support of tin io'piiblicaus of heart to see her weep
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There is a difference of opinion up- ity
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Tin signal was given by Gen. Parker; not a
>un<i eoul.l he heard from ason of the forest,
tic folding doors opened from tin* broad passages' a>
into the 1 vast ltoom and ushered in the President and Mrs. (;rant: Secretary Fish and wife:
"c.
i'ctary P.clknap and wife: Secretary Cox, wife
ami daughter; Secretary Houtwcll and wife: Secretary Robeson and Miss Nellie Grant; Judge Hoar,
wile and daughter: Postmaster-General Creswell,
v\ if** and si-tor: Gcn<. Porter, Rabcook and Dent;
Marshal Sharpe: Judge Dent and the ladies of their
aiiiihes. and a number of Senators and liepresenta■ives with ladie*..
Then followed Minister Thorn>n, wife and lady friend, with Secretary and Mrs.
I oial ami ali the other <tU<ich(s of the liritish Legation; Itaion (»• rolt, wife and daughters: Mr. and
Mine. Garcia, and, in short, the representatives of
wry nation on tin- face of the "lobe except China
and •! a pan.
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the elections to be held this summer and fall.
so
that
the
solidation,
two corporations are
Children Appear—Exhibition of the HortiPUBLISHED EVERY THURSDAY MORNING.
The following list will give our readers an now but one.
cultural Society-Musical ltems--A Holiday
Considerable opposition was
—BY—
idea ot their time and objects.
---An Unprecedented Cast For Hamlet.
manifested, led oil' by Hon. John A. Poor,
WILLIAM H. SIMPSON,
The Oregon election took place last Mon- who made a
and
Boston', June 1, 1870.
long
denunciatory speech,
EDITOR AND PROPRIETOR.
and was for Governor and a member ot in which the accusation was made
Decoration Day dawned clear and cloudthat the!
Subscription Terms. In advance, $2.00 a year; day,
within the year, $2.50; at the expiration oi tlie year, Congress.
Tins State went for the radicals managers ot the road had depreciated its i less, and the busy aspect of the streets at an
$3.00.
Advertising Terms. For one square, (one inch of in 1868 at the State election, but subsequent- stock, bought it in at a low rate, and then ! early hour betokened a
day ol unusual interlength in column.) $1.25 for three weeks, and 25 cents ly went for
Seymour and lllair by a small effected a rise by consolidation, llo was est, At about ten o'clock the various Posts
for each subsequent insertion. A fraction of a square
charged as a full one.
majority.
of the (fraud
followed in the line of
commenced to move,

Washington, June 8.

Washington, Jcnk G.
The Greatest event to the Indians, so far their reoption in Washington are eonceruod, took plaee at
tlie White House, this evening. It appears that
President and .Mrs (irant had arranged with (Jen.
Parker to give a surprise party to the Indians, the
Diplomatic Corps, the Cabinet and a number of
other dignitaries. What was to be done was supposed to have been kept ill profond secrecy, but
omehow the secret leaked out. As early as six
o'clock this afternoon, the carriages of the foreign
ministers, secretaries and (ittdches ot the various
legations, were driving up to the portal of the White
House, with male and female members of each
Punilv of the legations. Then followed the memhrrs of tin Cabinet, with ladies oftheir families,
Red Cloud and his band arrived in Washington
with a number ol .Senators and Representatives and
their ladies. In a short time tlie Blue. Green and Wednesday completely fatigued by their long
Red rooms were crowded. The ladies were attired journey, and were visited by Col. Downing, chief
in magnificent slimmer reception and levee cos- ot the C'herokees, who made a speech to Red Cloud
the gentlemen were in | full party extending the hospitalities of the Cherokee delegainmes. while
tion to the party while they remain in the citv.
dress.
Red Cloud is stoical anil indifferent to everything
ARRIVAL OF Till. llRAVFS.
around him. and although occupying quarAbout 7 o'clock the entire Indian delegation un- going
ters in the same hotel with Spotted Tail and his
der
Red (loud," and ‘; Spotted Tail,” with his associates and on the same
floor, there has been no
Hirer braves, were driven up to the White House
meeting between the chiefs.
the
ushered
into
m
and
barouches
quietly
open
Spotted Tail brought his party to the Indian
I d Room.
This room was brilliantly illuminated,
and had a talk with the Commissioner.
Gen. office, to-day,
,nd bouquets of flowers placed around.
He said his people were poor and wanted someParker received the Indians and told them that
for
their relief. They also wanted lobe
done
thing
ilie\ .were all to see the President and his wife and
removed to the White Earth reservation, and to
eloiiln n. and the members of the great delegations have the
privilege of spreading out and hunting
Ironi the Great Fathers of other nations to the
buffalo. Commissioner Barker made a speech,
«treat Father here, and that they were to have a
upon the red men the greatness and
hand-shake illow) ami talk, if they so desired. impressing
power of the United States, and reminding them
potted, fail and his three braves werethen invited that the President has to take care of both whites
i., -eats iii me southeast end of the room, and Red
and Indians, and is anxious to have all at peace.
men and tour women
loud and fifteen or
u ere

the fall ELECTIONS.

as

strange,

wonderful or ludicrous, was to he observed "in
wry section of that magnificent room, for by this
>'“>• both ranks had broken and the
pale-facesWere
much mixed.
I he lull text ot Cen. Hank's
forthcoming
report, occupying six columns in that join"
mil, is given in the N. V. lleraltl. Heconiincnccs liis
argument hy refurring to the
numerous petitions in behalf of
granting belligcrcnt rigiits to the Cubans, which are .signal hy nearly 75,000 people of the United
‘states, and then, after recapitulatin'*' the
early stages ol the patriots’ struggles, the
delusive promises of Spain to
speedily crush
the rebellion, gives the
strength of the insurgent army and dwells at considerable
length
upon the brutality of the volunteers and their
insults to the American flag, and
strongly
urges the United States to proclaim neutralibetween
the
ty
contending parties. lie cites
a formidable
array of facts to show that an
actual state of war exists, and not, as the
Spaniards as ert. a mere crusade against
lie also proves by indubitable
Spattisli rule
evidence that the immediate
proximity of
uha to the United States gives to these
grave
events an importance which cannot be
fully
appreciated by another State. European or
American, and claims that it is the duty of
this (iovernment to recognize the actual condition ot afluirs, and to take such measures
as are
prescribed by the laws of nations for
the protection of our
rights until peaceful,
permanent government can be established.
A measure that is right in itself cannot be
made wrong because it is in accord with the
practice of all civilized nations, nor can the
action of this government in defence of its
rights against the policy of Spain in Cuba be
less deiensible because it follows
literally
and exactly the
precedent of Spain in its action with regard to the civil war in this coun1 he whole matter is
try.
very clearly and
ably discussed in its various phases, anil will
be
probably
presented for the consideration
of Congress on
next.

Monday

I he Charleston
(S. C.) News reports that
there was m that city, a few
days ago, a
niloicu liitin, who,
the closing
during
days of the war, was tried by a drum-hea3
Court-martial, found guilty, sentenced to
death, duly hanged and pronounced dead
bytwo surgeons in attendance, one of whom
secured the body and then restored him to
life. The News adds that the same man hid
himself until the war was over, and then
settled on a farm within thirteen miles of
that city, where he is now at work, and that
the surgeon is now a resident ot Charleston.
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Bangor.
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lvcrliseinent \v:n sent to tin* <'levi*land
\i
oflice on Sunday night, in wliieh occurred
v,
i'. -Tin* Christian's Dream; No Cross, No
n." Tin- blundering compositor made it read :
Christian*^ Dream: X<> <A’ < Cream!''
a

n

Katalidin

undergoing

i'

■iKi tisr

Mr. A. Bennett, who is engaged in driving the
spiling for the railroad track across the flats, is

renovation in

land.

i•..i;

BEST THING roll COSTIKVNESS. Du. HaklttsON’s Peristaltic Lozk.kc.km are warranted in
all cases of l’iles and Falling of the Kcctum, Dyspepsia, such as Oppressions after eating. Sour
Stomach, Spitting of Food, also Headache, Dizziness, Bain in the Back and Loins, Sick Headache,
Coated Tongue, and Billiousness. For sale at No.
1 Tremont Temple, Boston, by E. A. Harrison: &
Co., Proprietors, and by all Druggists. Mailed for
00 cents.
2m 11

■Some of out' citizens arc thinking seriously of
conducting into the streets of the city the water of
the pond lying back of the jail, to be used for watering the streets and extinguishing tires. It is
thought tile expense will not ;exceed a thousand
dollars. The city will be asked to bear a portion of
the expense. It is a good and feasible idea. The
pond is fed by springs, and is said to always have
a depth ot from six to ten feet.

!Viml»cut \ ail< v Steamship Company have
1 1»v
tin eleeti<m of the following oflieers;
>i,l. ut. (»m. >. 1. Her>ey: Directors, Gen. s.
r-.
-\.
11.
Henry A. Wood and »T. IV Bass of BanWm. MeGilvcry of Seursport and S. S. Lewis
B* ifa-i Secretary and Treasurer, Chas. D. Bry!•

using

an axe

COniCBCTKO

Flour,
Corn Meal,

1.00 to 101-2
l .:«5 to o.oo
l .50 to o.oo
Rye Meal,
1.10 to 1.25
Kye,
1 .:to to 00
Corn,
05 to 70
Hailey,
2.00 to 2 50
Beaus,
Murrowlat l’e
1.25 to 1.50
00 to 05
Oats,
35 to 00
1‘otatoeH,
10 to
Dried Apples
12
0.00 to 0.00
Cooking, do.
20 to 22
Butter,
20 to 00
Cheese,
10 to 17
Egg*.
20 to 22
Lard,
10 to
12.
Beet,
Apples, Bald win ,0.00 to 0.00
0
to
Veal,
001
S to 10
Dry Cod
17 to 20
Clover Seed
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The Panorama of the Streets of Boston, exhibiting at Hayford Ilall, comes well recommended. It is highly spoken of by the papers of Ports-

Advertiser, of Portland, lias been
in
>b >>rs. McGregor A Gould to Enoch mouth, Portland, and all the cities at which it has
been exhibited. Mayor Shurtlefl, ex-Mayor Linat. l
a well
known newspaper man,
ofj
i«y. v\ In* will at once assume its management. coln, Hon. A. II. Itice, and other distinguished citiSimdax

dl look tm a tasteful, interesting and newsy! zens of Boston, give it their warm endorsement.
.liter tin- style of the verv sueeessful Sunday Mr. .Scott, the originator of the Panorama, who
was for fourteen years a policeman of Boston, aciper- oi New ^ oik and Boston.
the panorama and describes the scenes.
companies
thousand married
ill
were divorced

'<

j

:

couple-

.1

1 t'l

\ car.
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The Belfast

erail!ilia

i'

Vmeriean ivgi-ter- to many
'Oie-lit the Briti-h Jlap during the

Bank declared

Savings

semi-annual dividend

Monday, June Dili, paythe rate of six per cent, on ti, b, 4, 3 and 1
months deposits. The total amount of interest paid
v
11 ed in the river bclovs
Bangor. lined bv a was $o,ti!K!.U(J. The deposits for the two years end.!
-!
ly m: and-aw du-t, grow-apace. I In* ing that day were #27tl,000.00.
I" 1111• d l w o hour- In it oil MoliOn Friday night last, while Mr. I..
Smith was
outside his store, lie was struck a heavy I,low in
the fare by some one who immediately ran away.
LOCAL ITEMS, Ac.
Mr. Smith was stunned for a moment by the blow,
and the glass of the window was broken. The unNews of the County and City.
known assailant, though pursued, made his escape,
LOCAL I.v KIPS. No. 11.
leav ing Ids cap behind.
miliuirT feigns.
With lawny bosom bare
Forum ok July. Attention is called to the
Iv •,uiv ; iug tiili- anil m the valleys warm.
\
Iripl.
gi.m ii leaves to erown her liair,
Programme of the Fourth of July Celebration at
give- ; > .mli her blessing-livighted lorm.
Waldo County Fair grounds. With base ball, touoi.'.
Iiux>|>y tlic; who, dwellers by the sea,
ting. dancing, and such other impromptu diversions
I
ii' 'all
da." mingling with the blond.
as the occasion may suggest, there will doubtless
\\ i'
Hie white pinions ot the fog-wreath th e,
lie enjoyment for all.
iuut tlu‘ lapsing pulses ol the Hood.
would lho ity
stilting lo-at endure,
Tin* infantry cuinpany recently organized in tliis
V\ It Ik ,ili its glitter, and wliate’i r it Seem,
city in officered ns follows: rapt. AV. H. Fogler;
ih ol evil, [.ast ult chance 111 eure
1st Lieut. A. K. Clark; 2d Lieut. Charles linker.
v
u
[■ uij.or t with ice cream 1
"I
*p!o
Most of the otlieers and men have seen service. The
hip' tli

iic

i!

ing

0

1

.'■Miipatii lias regular drills in City llall.

Affairs.

City

an

Invalid.

Cure for Female Weakness.
THIS WONDERFUL MEDICINE, made from an In
dian Keceipe, Is entirely vegetable, and Is a certain cure.
By inclosing a three cent postage stamp. I will send you
my Circular, which will give testimonials. Manutactured and sold by Mrs. Linus Belcher, Randolph, Mass.
.Sold by S. C. Goodwin & Co., Hanover Street, Boston,

and by all Druggists,
BRICK—One Dollar per bottle.
Randolph, Mass., October 10, lutM.
Mrs. Bklcjikk—1 had been a sufferer lor seven years
had no faith, for
j before I knew about your Medicine,
; I had tried various kinds ot Medicines and several Physicians, and was only relieved for a short time. 1 will

j

cheerfully say to you and the publ* *, I have tried this
valuable Female Medicine, and experienced a cure, without the aid of Supporters, from three bottles.
Mrs. (1. 11. Winnktt.
Very respectfully,

Mrs.'Belcher: Spending last summer
mother-in-law, Mrs. J. M. Barker, who lives

with

my

at Island
Falls, 1 had a chance to test your medicine and find it
all it is recommended, and 1 wish to try it again.
1
send you live dollars for six bottles. Direct to Mrs S.
A. Barker, Union House, Thornton, N. 11.
sp.lmlo

FOR ML CLARKE'S SHERRY WINE BITTERS,

,i uiit

1

mi

j

CULLNAN,

HOUSE PAINTER.

-<

meeting- ol Committee on bridges;
tins had employed (ieorge Holt as Draw lender, lor sledge hammer, the jar of which broke
on e of his hands.
>
r bridge, lor £110.00 pr year.
Accepted,
until next

it

f

he

mu

(i, l»ickei son and others.

llitl

mi>se

That Charles

le from l*earl to l’ine streets.

omuiittee,

: «
■

,l.

mj

ion-

That

(so ealled,) hi graded down to a level with
Davis house. KelVrrcd to

road in trout ol Marshall
..oi

m

’o

w

it It

u»

and

to

the

I

instructions

to

carry

out

Ol

same.

Co., and others; that Front street be con
Company's grounds; ol R. Sib-

Kail Koad

nming damage-, lor continuing said street, unless
-rdance with a plan ol same presented by him.

*

leiTed to (. ointnittei

on Roads; the Mayor and City
with instructions to take the matter under conion, and it de m--d adv isahle to take legal steps to
or,

>

at

■-■ut said street.
d 01 ol

Ordered paid, viz Contin
Accounts, No
*11
Schools, £■«’>.o.~.; Highways,
gg.bd; Fire

irtmrnt
•i

is

n

Directing City Marshal

dm

iug

and

lor

placing

so

lunch

Frenchman who w as working at unloading railroad iron had two of his toes jammed
off.

to

|

<

Dol-

a

itaj-All work done in the best

Orders left

manner.

ou

promptly attended to.
Shop in next building North of New England House,
II 1<«1I Ml., Ilelfattt.
.‘{mos.'Wp

Slate

a

harle- I

Palfrey, of this city, ranks seventh
graduating class at the West Point Aeadetin

ISilli

Edition.

lor the work its immense

Timex,

circulation.”—Daily

Sent by mail on receipt of f»0 cents.
Address the
Author, Dr. Curtis, 11 Chapman street, ltoston, Mass,
JmoJttsp

in

KVKIIV lOONCl MAI

the
e.sell i-nage. No, ! ,.
should procure a copy of tin* new medical work entitled
Iv-tahlisldng ]>ay ol !
“THE SCIENCE OF LIFE, or SELl* PRESERVA
ollector at nine mills on each dollar collected. No.
A terrible question is that of 1 lie census-laker:
TiON,”
by Dr. A. II. Hayes, of ltoston, author of
I -taf. l-hiog limits oi IN. id
District.1 same as last |
“Sexual Pjdmolouy oe Women and Her Dis“How old were you last birthday, ma'amP’
aud p'u.-iug the upper liridge iu the adjoining diseases,” and Editor of the
Peabody .Journal ok
A refreshing shower at midnight on Monday laid 11 kai.tii.” This book will teach the young how to avoid
lu oil ug -1nit- l.y the draw, ami establishing
wages
and from it also the middle-aged and
dangerous
diseases,
lie- dust beautifully.
on- and lor use ol carts &e.,same as last vcar,
those more advanced in lite may limi the way to a reliev. Mr. Thomas baptized three converts on storation of a prostrated system to active health. It is
t he result of deep study aud extensive practice, and
may
'>
< a »t. \\. Oil i tig has
\llill.INI. I UK I’KolM.I
|
be relied upon. See advertisement of Peabody Medical
.‘Sunday.
Institute in another column.
i**
11iieiiciMI hi- .inti.
Assistant 1’uitcd State'- j
splmlO
The first log of the season drifted in on Monday
ll ll. in Hie lakillg of tile C. 11-U-, ot' IJelta-it.
l‘.\ I
night.
ei iiMt- takers are
t
make
Hie
fob
i
najuirml
MARRIED.
'mm at

t

j

--

iiiijiii'.

a tii.-

i.

ol

person
\ one oi a. h person in lull.
\.'o at He- la-t birthday, and numberol years,
on.
year old; I>nt it under one year, the
miher oi in 'iith- must I..- tri\«*n, in fractions, us
iv M*J, Ae.
o|or.

<

*

r\«-i N

White, Ida. k

mulatto

Indian.

lii-

<

1‘ -!• -"ion »r occupation ol male,- and l<-males.
\ dm- of pel m il estate owned.
V line <d real e-tate owned.
Hit Hiplae.
If iu this country give the Slate ;

give tile r.Minify.
Kirthpla* of parents, lather and mother
—-is ,lolm l.enfai. lather Lmdand. motlier

I !-nei:/n,

I

»

»'.mv,

Wale-.

■

II
ll horn w ilhiu the \< at, state tin* month—as
ime-. dul\. April.
!H married within the year, state tlie same,
•d
^ lietlier lie or -In- ha- attended school within
he \
I I.

ear.

lie or >h< auuot read, state the fact.
1 >.
If h« or -In cannot writ'-, stale it.
If deal and dumb, blind, insane or idiotic,
lie this l o t.
I

l!

allow

Hi--

■

impiirie-

an-

;.lded two others,

liivli appl» to mail*" only, \ 1/
I- In* a citizen of tli<* I’nitcd States, *J1
years
•I, native 01 naturalized
is.
li
.-iti/.-n, h i" hi" light lo vote been denied
11iride -I foi au>
aii>»-, except tor rebellion or

•\

>

rim-

r

1 lii*i-

are

al."«i

"peeilii

impiirie-

t.» |><

made

P'toig per-on- who haw died diirine the
uding Mav dl"t, a" follow

ye

re«r,

name ; j, age
,*{, se\ ; 4, color
-angle. niar-l, 01 w 1-lowed : n. birthplace ; ; amis, birthplace
»l lather and mother ; b, month of death : I", oe-ai«I ion ; 11, disease, or eatise of death.

I.

--

U‘i:mi

t
c

Pitisi in Kits.

1

hiring

a

thunder storm

night of the 21st nil., lerome Packard and
■iher .mm, the latter confined for theft,
escaped
•in the i til
in tliis city. They were not in the
tin ami strong portion of the
building, but in the
1 :or'i-ioiih, ami escaped by breaking the grat
the

with

a part of their bedstead.
The bank robeonlined in a range of cells of the strongest
nd, with grale-l doors of uneoinnion strength,
between these cells and the outer walls is a wide

’*

1

are

ridor, patrolled night and day by the guard.
I here is, in fact, one
building inside another one.
u

he

1

-ii-

“f

eseapeot the prisoners was known to us soon
1! happened, but suppressed at the
suggestion

the ollieers.
Uaii.koai>

11 k.ms.
I'he first liar of iron was
1 "'1 "p"U the track on
Saturday, in the presence of
a
i'o\vd ot citizens.
The lirst spike was driven by
^li'.
L. Milliken, who wielded with
tin*
■

St.a il I’l.seit.s.

Twenty years ago, all tin1
slate-pencils used were manufactured in Germany. She then supplied America with this
commodity. In 1 s.h* there was a young man
living in Rutland, Vt., eighteen years of age,
w ho
fortunately discovered a supply ol stone,
for making a lirst-elass article of slate-pencil.-. He began by whittling out the pencils
and selling them to school children. Being
a better article than for sale in the stores, he
found a ready sale tor all he could whittle
lie argued that if they would sell lints
out.
readily at home, they would sell readily
everywhere. He became possessed with the
idea that there was a fortune itt the business,
and his dream has been realized. This quarry of slate pencil stone was situated in a large
ravine, four miles north of Castleton, AT.,
near Bomoseen lake.
The land on which it
was situated was for sale at $100.
lie purchased it, and began operations by sawing
out the pencils and whittling them round.
1’he business of making them grew immensely on bis hands, so that it was impossible to
keep a clean order-book. Machinery was invented to facilitate the process, which has
reached something like perfection, and enor; mously increases the production of pencils.
| At present the t|uarry and mills are owned
I o.v a joint-stock company.
They are valued
$:;otl.000. From fiO.OOO to 100.000 pencils
are turned out daily, and
upward of one hundred hands arc employed in the
quarry and
in the mill.
After the stone is quarried it
[Kisses through four processes before it is
made into pencils, ft is sawed into rectangular blocks five inches by seven, and split
by hand into slabs of the same length and
breadth, which are carefully assorted. These
slabs pass throngh a machine which shaves
them all to (lie uniform thickness of a quarter
ol an inch, when they arc
ready for the final
process. The machinery for reducing these
slabs to pencils consists of iron plates fitted to
receive them, fastened to an endless chain,
which passes over rollers at either end
[S.
!■' Commercial Herald.

jai

Two

enterprising

citizens of

Wilmington,

Del., who recently erected two line brick
houses, have made the awkward and unpleasant discovery that they have made a
mistake in the location and placed them upon
another man’s lots, adjoining theirs.

vigor

a,me hammer
prepared for the occasion. The
k master pronounced tin* job well done, and the
o\\d gave three cheers in honor of the event.

1* md
1

r.i-

About two mile- of the iron has been laid
The K.do- is di-ehafg'* I. and the berth is ready
loi (in m vt ship.
«Mi Monda\ a licet of -cony arrived from llangor,
of the tug Ralph Rons, hav ing tin* locomotive
I’ nobseot and a train of gravel ears.
They were
all taken out safely, ami are now on tin* track ready
for service.
I ln* engine-house is all boarded, and the roof is

m

tow

being covered with patent composition.
he frame of the passenger depot is also raised
and hoarded, ami the
building going rapidly forw ai d to completion.
I

I

In* pipes to supply tin* railroad
ami gas have been laid.

buildings

with

water

this city has just experienced a rare
instance of the persistent workings of conscience,
f ifty-two years ago a young girl lived in her
family,
and, as appears from her confession, stole an article
•A

lady

of

Iviiti.Y MVuts'. Thousands of Itoth
sexes, in this
awake every morning languid, unrefreshcountry.
‘‘d, and devoid of all inclination for breakfast. No
matter from what cause these indescribable
feelings
may proceed, their best and quickest remedy will
»* lound in a dose of
Plantation Bitters. The
beneticial effect is immediate. The stomach tit once
responds to the genial intiuonre of the preparation,
and a reserve of latent
vitality, which only required
the awakening
agency of this potent invfgorant to
render it active, is
brought into play. Of all appetizers it is the most infallible, and the impulse
w Inch it imparts to the
digestive functions soon puts

dyspepsia

to

(light.

Johnson's Anodyne Liniment niav be used to
advantage where any Pain Killer is' desirable
In
ot severe Cramps and Pains in the
stomach
it is undoubtedly the best article that can be
used.

eases

Habitual constipation leads to the
following results: Inllamination of the Kidneys, Sick and Ner-

Headache, Biliousness, Dyspepsia. Indigestion. Piles, Loss of Appetite, anil Strength; all of
which
may be avoided by being regular in your
habits, and taking, say one of Parsons’ Purgative
vous

Pills

nightly,

for four orsix weeks.

“A Wonder of Medical Science,” may well be apof no great value.
Within a few weeks the lady plied to Dr. Wistar’s Balsam of Wild
Cherry, It is
has received a letter from that girl, now an clderlv nearly half a century since this remarkable remedywas introduced to the public, and yet the immediin
Massachusetts, enclosing a sum of
lady living
ate and enviable reputation which it gained by its
money to make restitution for a wrong done more wonderful cures of
coughs, colds, whooping cough,
than half a century ago!
sore throat, influenza,
consumption, and all bronchial complaints, is to this day fully sustained.
A subscriber in Stockton sends 11s a lien’s egg of
huge dimensions, ami in contrast a little one only a
From Sea Moss Faiiine may be made Blanc
h ill inch in diameter and three-fourths of an inch Mange, Light-house Pudding, Long Branch Pudding, Karine Cream, Cream Cakes, Karine Pies and
in length, biddy take
strange freak sometimes. Custards, Ice Cream,
Soups, Gravies, Ac., Ac.

THE DIAMOND GLASSES,
MANUFACTURED

FARMERS

WALDO

OF

COUNTY.

We wish to say to you that it you intend to buy a
Mowing Machine this season, we can give you a better
I trade than any other agent in the county.

|

The Clipper Mowers
Are

to be equal in all and superior in
to any other Machine before the public.

acknowledged

some

respects

Call and See Them.

| We

would

E. SPENCER &

J

CO., N. Y.,

Which arc now offered to the public,
all the celebrated Opticians ot the

MOST
Natural,

Winter pout, Dec. 18, I860.
Mn. Fred Atwood—Dear Sir:
Four years ago, I
bought of Mr. Rich, who was then an agent for its sale,
a two horse Union
Mower, and have since done all ray
work with it with ease and satisfaction. I ham
paid
out, iu the four years, not over one dollar and twentylive cents ($1.25) per year for
repairs. I am confident
that for strength and durability the Union is uot surpassed by any mower in the market.
J. M. SNOW.
Truly Your*.

IiV

are pronounced by
World to be the

PERFECT,

Paris, Mf... Jan. 1869.
I purchased of Col. Wm. I

The Scientific Principle

As being ahead of anything of the kind in the market’
and not equalled in the world.
file Clipper IHo. 1 cuts a swath three and a half
feet w ide, has 30-inch driving wheels, weighs 000 pounds,
and has been designed expressly to be worked with one

horse.
(ireat pains have been taken to make it as perfect as
possible in every respect, and to demonstrate that a
mower can be made that will work as successfully with
one horse as a two-horse machine with two horses.

The horse walks by the side of the standing grass, in
the track made by the swath-board, and for this reason
is as easily guided as the horses are on a two-horse inachine. It is capable of cutting from one half to three
quarters of an acre an hour with ease, without fretting
the horse, even in the hottest weatln-r.
This machine was first, brought into the market in
1800, For the harvest of that year, fifty were built and
sold. The Cir«t Premium fiJolil Medal at the
great trial held at Auburn, N. V., iu July of that year,
was awarded to it as the He«t Machine of itN
Claim.
The One*lloriie Clipper na* th» llghteHtdrang lit Machine at the great trial of mowers held
at Amherst, June, lhnti, by the New England Agricultural Society.
The Clipper T¥«. '£ cuts a swath four feet wide, has
30-inch driving wheels, and weighs 535 pounds.
This is a small, compact, and strong machine, and corresponds in size to the Wood, and that class of mowers
known as the .Junior machines. It works equally well in
the heaviest grass and over the roughest ground.
Though light, it will be found very strong and durable.
Weighing only 535 pounds, it is very easily handled, ami
will do more work, with greater ease to the team, than
any other machine having the same length of bar.
This machine has been carefully improved and strengthened for the harvest of 1S70, and we now confidently recommend it to those who desire a small two-horse mower. us unequalled by auy in the market.
The Clipper UFo.
cuts a swath four and a quarter
feet wide, has 3' Inch driving-wheels and weighs (575

On which they are constructed brings the core or centre
ot the it ns directly in lront ot the eye, producing a clear
and distinct vision, as in the natural, healthy
sight, and
preventing ail unpleasant sensations, such as glimmering and wavering ot sight, dizziness, &c., peculiar to all
others in use.

They

are

Mounted in the Finest Manner,
best quality, of all materials used for

ill Irames oi the

that purpose,

THE IK FINISH AND DURABILITY
CANNOT BK

SUItl'ASSKD.

CAUTION.—None genuine unless bearing their trade
mark <> stamped on every frame.

ISAAC ALLARD,
Jeweler and Optician, is Sole Agent for
HELFAOT. Maine.
From whom they
not supplied to

are

3

only be obtained.
Pfillers, at any price.
can

These

goods
lyrbi

s

o

pounds.

GQ

P

K 3

Clippier

M

*

1

m

>

s

M

bd

School Notice.
ISUBSCRIBKH HEREBY GIVES
rpilK
J. that ho will visit Schools as

?

&J *

CD

fully recommended by farmers in Maine that additional testimony is uncalled for.
Messrs.
Mudgett & Libby, Prospect; Mr. A. C. Burgess, Belfast; Hon. Asa Thurlow, Monroe; Mr. George
J. Soper, Newport; W. D. Eaton, Dexter; Messrs. 0.
Rogers & Co., Oldtown; Mr. W. F. Mayo, Foxcroft,
FRED ATWOOD, Winterport. General Agent foi
Fasteru Maine—Office at Bangor at Wm. P. Dickey &
Co., West Market Square. THOMAS H. DODGE, Pro
6w48
prietor, Worcester, Mass.

Z
£ 3

g tt £

It was the pioneer ol the
Mac lit new and
embodies the principles from which the other sizes are
constructed. Though it has been considerably modified
in detail, the principles first adopted remain unchanged.
The universal testimony in their favor is proof that
they are adapted to the wants of the farmers everywhere.
The Clipper ]*©. 4 cuts a swath four and a half or
live feet wide, has 30 inch driving-wheels, and weighs
730 pounds. No harvester ever before olfered to the public has met such perfect success as this machine. Aside
from the general excellence of the Clippers, one reason lor the great success of this machine may be found
in the fact that we have been able to construct a large
machine with high wheels, which at the same time, is
light in w eight and of very easy draught
Farmers who have used machines with both small and
large wheels, appreciate the important advantages of
large wheels, when combined with light weight and con

x

Hie large w heels cause it to run more steadily, especiover rough and boggy ground, and make it the
easiest machine for the driver as well as for the team.
It has been demonstrated by a number ot dynamometer
tests, that the Clipper i¥o. 4 cutting a four and a
half or even a five foot swath, is ot lighter draught than
the small machines of other builders which cut only'
lour feet.
An ordinary pair ol light horses will work this machine through the day, cutting a four and a half or a live
loot swath with the greatest ease.
is made also a combined machine by
This, as No.
attaching to it a dropper, to cut a swath live or six leet
in width.
These Clippers besides possessing the points of excellence found in some other two-wheeled machines, have,
in addition, many valuable and important features distinctly and peculiarly their own, among which are tho

ally

city,

A l'atent. Uuuner-shuped Cait-Steil Finger-Bar; a
Patented Finger, forged lrom cast--steel, with point and
cutting edge tempered ; an improved Outside Shoe, with
an Adjustible '1 rack Board; an inside as well as Outside
Shoe ol malleable iron, light, strong iml every
way suto the cast-iron shoe; a Knife-Head, with broad
bearings and a ball and socket joint; a Wooden Connecting Kod, light, elastic and strong, not liable to break the
knife or kniie-bead; a Cutting Apparatus, so connected to
the Ira me that it may be brought instantly to the very
roots of the grass, or elevated so as to cut high or pass
over boggy and stony ground; a strong Iron Frame,
which encases the gearing and shutting. The Draft so
applied as to make the CMl'PKB the lightest running
mower in the world.
The materials and workmanship
are of a character that make it the most durable, and
consequently the cheapest machine to buy.

[ Obituary notices, beyond the date,

name

and

aye,must

paidfor,)
In Swanville, May 11, Harriet Cunningham, aged .07.
In Searsport, June 4, Margaret wife of Joseph P.
Mathews, aged 70 years lu months and ”<• days.

SHIP

NEWS.

THE

MADE OF Foil!

No.

NEW HOT EE.

[ The undersigned takes pleasure iu informing
ktlu* public that he has leased for a term of years
the NEW PUBLIC
at the corner of Main
and Pleasant streets, in this city ami will conduct the
same under the name of

“THE SANBORN HOUSE:’
Said house is located near the foot of Main
street, in the
business portion of the city, and but a lew steps from
the depot of the P, & M. L. R. R.
It is a new and commodious house, with
good rooms—
all furnished and furnished in modern style, and travellers and guests will receive every attention and accommodations to be found at other first class hotels.
A good Stable is connected with the house where
teams will receive the best of care at all times.

1,1S7U.

115,00
Two-horae,
Barge,
i:>,f>,00
‘‘.Mo,oO
....

It’//// ritrlt ('/iji/h'i' Molt'd'
will be furnished

neck-yoke, whillle-trees, two complete
knives, two connecting rods, two extra knife sections,
om extra guard or linger, screw-wrench, punch, coldchisel, oil can and rivets.
WA It II ANT V.

scythe or cradle.

Every purchaser will be allowed to work the machine
in grain or grass one-halt day, on trial; and in case anything proves defective, due notice must bo given us, or
the agent lrom whom it was bought, and time allowed to
send a person to put it in order. It then the machine
cannot be made to work, lrom fault in Itself, it may be
returned and the money will be refunded. If immediS7'.\\7>

J. SANBORN, Jr.
2mos4?

IX

—

will be held in each ot these towns, where S. S. Com
mittees will make necessary arrangements.
•»w40
N. A. LUCE, Co. Supervisor,

TIIK

WOODS, MATHEWS
Ac ENTS, BE!

Belfast anil Moosehead Lake Rail Road.
OTICE is
hereby given

to the Stockholders in the
Belfast and Moosehead Lake Hail Hoad
-f
Company
that the annual meeting will be held at the Court House
in Bellast, on Wednesday July 6,1870, at 10 o’clock in
the forenoon, to act upon the lollowlug
matters, viz
First. To hear the Reports of the Treasurer and Directors of said corporation.
Second. To elect ('.*) nine Directors for the
ensuing
year.
Third. To transact any other business that may
propv
erly come belore said meeting.
Per order of Directors.
JOHN II. QUIMPV, Clerk.
P. ft M. L. R. R. Co.
Pelfast, June 1, 1870.
r>wi7

CITY OF BELFAST.
Juno 0tH, 1870.
THAT THE CITV MARSHAL be directed
to notify all persons within this city selling distilled Liquors, contrary to law, to
stop sale of the same
within ten days or expect prosecution.
A true
Attest—John li. Quimby, City Clerk.
copy.
In accordance to the above vote I
hereby notify all
within this city that the above instructions will
e strictly enforced.
A. D. BEAN, City Marshal.
Beltast, June 7, 1870.
:.’w4M

Discovery!!

rilllE SUliSClif BKK having discovered a surf and
1_ speedy remedy lor those troublesome posts,

O
Will

ORNS.

disclos*1 tlu‘ si'oret of tin- romcdv,

50 Cents.
■Imos-Ml*

on

Addreaa

being

MAINE

property und efiuipments, worth
when completed ut leasl $30,000,000, is
therefore one of the most substantial, conservative, and
reliable Kaiiroad Loans ever o*lered in the market, and

peculiarly adapted

is

STATE OF MAINE.
Waldo
said

ss:

To John A.

County, (Meeting:

Brackett ot Lincolnville, in

A. BRACKETT, and six other
WHEREAS,
persons, Pew owners, in the Union Meeting-house
at liincolnville
to
JOHN

to the wants of

INVESTORS and CAPITALISTS
Wh® desire to make their investments with Me most
of poaltlt? aiid uudoulilcd

satisfactory assurance
Security.
The

Bonds

are

in denominations ot

and $IOO,

$1,000, $500,
and may be had

COUPON

or

REGISTERED.

Interest Six per cent, per annum,
and NOVEMBER 1st.

(Tty

payable

MAY 1st

payable lu iittiBi
York.

of

Price 94) and (accrued iutereat in Curreucy, at
they pay nearly (ieveu per ceut. lu
g-old on their cost.
which price

Government Bonds and other Securities dealt iu
the Stock Exchange, received iu exchange, at their
fhll market value, and Bonds sent to all parts of the
country, tree ot Express charges.
All

at

the

or
ui

country.

the Ladies.

Hankers
S'o.

Office, No.

:>

NASS AC STRUCT.

This

on

arising

Bronchitis, .\euraljfiu, Hlaeumafism, Pains in (lie Mi«le,
Hjspepsia, C'oustipatioBi,
<'ostiveness.
Piles,
lfti/./iHeadache,

ness

CARPETINGS.
purchase

a

Carpet

call at

And examine the

Patterns

new

just received.
hlUFJ TOUS.
GKOUt.K W. L.\l»l>.
Eben Bu nt.
liKO. C. PlFKKHINti.
James Wai kku.
Sam p

JOSlAII C. AlnVHKI.L.
'11 aitLKs u. Sterns.
Samukl H. Dale.
LYHANKKK
S I KK K LAN
B. (ill.MAN.

li.

GEOROE

Woolen
It.

LADD, President.

W.

D. M. HOWARD,
Bangor, April .‘7, 1«70.
i».

T.

Secretary.

3m44.

i :% ii i; i& * o x.

ATTORNEY

AT

LAW,

WASHINGTON, D. c.
Office, Cor. 4 1-2 and D Sts.,
Opposite City Hall.

Carpets

low

as

Tapestries selling

as

$1.00
150

at

CURTAINS A FIXTURES,
In

larger quantities and lower
prices than at any store in
the City

Dress

Goods,

)

i

JmoJyis

CARRIAGES!
C. P. KIMBALL & LARKIN,
Congress St.,

From

Bankrupt House in New
York are attracting the at
a

tention of Customers
Nice

quality

All Wool Delaines

25 cts. per

yard.

Dress Prints 10 cts. per yard
of Preble House, Cotton Hose 12 cts.
per pair.

corner

PURU4KD,

MAINE.

SPECIAL BARGAINS

Faintat the

Behility*
preparation scientilieally anil chemically combined, and so strongly concentrated lrom roots, herbs,
aud barks, that its good ell'ects are realized immediately
after commencing vo take it. There is no disease ol the

JELJEGANT CARRIAGES
AND—

HOAD

General
is

human system tor which the YEtiETINE cannot be used
with imcrkkct safktv, as it does not contain any metalFor eradicating all impurities of the
ic compound.
blood from the system, it has no equal. It has lever
failed to ofl'eet a cure, giving tone and strength to the
system debilitated by disease.
Its wonderful effect upon these complaiuts is surprising to all. Many have been cured by the VEOETINE
who have tried many other remedies. It can well be
called.

THE GREAT

B LOO I)

per-

WAUK-KOOMH,

Stomach, Pains in the Back, Kidney Complaints, Female Weakuess, and
This

ac
to

Xervout-

ness,

in

Simonton Bros. & Co.

Cargoes,

ofj

Scrofula, Scrofulous lluuior. Cancer. Cancerous Humor, Erynip«»la«, Canker, Salt
Itlieum, Pimples and Humors ou the*
Face, 1'lcers. f'ou^lis and (!old»,

ness,

and

EBEN BLUNT, Vice President.

as

information

tavorable terms.

#*)‘ This being a MUTUA1 Company, the protits
cruiug troiu the business will be returned annually
the assured.

tin*

impurities

plan, and will write upon

upon the most

1

the blood, such

ot

INSUll A N C 1 E

the mutual

Hulls, Freights

all diseases I

of

full

application
or by mail.

Thousand Dollars,
If you wish to
with the
of its charter, is now
provisions
to transact

M A If I N E

health, and lor the permafrom

and

furnished upon

ready

A valuable Indian Com-

cure

chartered by the last Legislature
Maine with a guarantee turn! ot

Fifty

NATURES REMEDY.
restoring

Maps, Pamphlets
son

Company,

in accordant:*-

Purely Vegetable.

for

Exchange Block,

BANGOR, ME.

VEGETINE

pound

3

K«udu«kwag' lflri«lg<>,

Eii«t End

they

nent

paying

upon tht» eniliu

Uno,

FISK & HATCH,

mum Die in correcting
irregularities, and removing obstructions of the monthly periods,
it is over forty
years since these now so well known
pills were tirct
brought to notice by Dr. Duponco, ot JL’aris, during
which time
have been extensively and
successfully
used by some of the leading physicians, with unparalleled success. Ladies in poor health, either married or
single, suffering lrotn any ol the Complaints peculiar to
Females, will iiud the Duponco Golden Fills invaluable,
viz., General Debility, Headache, Faintness, Loss ot
Appetite, Mental Depression, Fain in the Back ami
Limbs, Fain in the Loins, Bearing-down Fains, Palpitation of the Heart, Retained, Excessive, Irregular or
Fatnlul Menstruation, Rush of Blood to Head, Diz/.im s-,
Dimness of ^ight, Fatigue 011 any slight exertion, and
particularly that most annoying, weakening ailment, so
common among Females, both' married and
single, the
Leucorrlnea or Whites. Females in every period ot life
will find Duponco’s Fills a remedy to aid nature in the
discharge ol its functions. They invigorate the debilitated and delicate, and by regulating and
strengthening the
system, prepares the youthful constitution tor the duties
ot liie, and when taken by those in middle liIt* or old
age they prove a perfect blessing. There is nothing in
the pills that can do injury to life or health. Sale in
their operation, perpetual in their happy influences
upon
the Nerves, the Mind and the entire organization.
W. li. HOWE, Proprietor, 1. 1
ALVAH LITTLEFIELD, Boston, Agent, N. K. .States.
Ladies by enclosing $1 by mail will have the Fills sent
i.ino-l.
contidentially to any address.
SOLO BY ALL Billl CWUIttTM.

Park.

Several noted stock horses arc expected to be present
ami show otf their points on the track.
The exercises throughout the day will be interspersed
with music,
Other exercises will be added it there is time.
Seats over the Hall, reserved for Ladies.
Music furnished iu the Hall for those who wish to engage iu dancing.
Admission—00 cts for the day with privilege of passing in and out at all hours. Halt price tor those under
14 years of age. Carriages free.
If the 4th proves stormy, exercises next fair day.
N. B. The citizens ot the county are reminded that
this celebratiou has been gotten up lor the purpose of
the debts of Agriculturaising funds to assist In
ral Society, and it is hoped they will make up the largest
uteudance ever seen here.
For any lurther particulars address
(i. F. BRACK KIT, Secretary,
Bel lust, Maine.
PER ORDER, Trustees.
4 win
Belfast, June, 18;o.

Ohio Kaiiroad Com

SEW )<>HK

& BAKER.

Oa me of Base Hall between the Pussagassawaukeags and another club. 1" 1 A. M. Footraces tor purses of $:i and $2.
n a. M. Sack-race ot
*400 feet, for purses of $:> and $4.
Afternoon.
Trotting—1st Race, F. W. Berry ol
Belfast, enters b. g.
VICTOR" (formerly Cross Herse,
and challenges any horse raised and owned in the county.
Mile heats best 4 iu
2nd Race, I). L. Pitcher o; Bel
and challenges
fast enters hr. in. “AMERICAN LAIO
old
in
live
the
Mile heats 2 in a.
year
any
county.
:jd Race, open to all horses in the county. Entry tee $1.
Purses !?lo. $f> and $5; to be made larger ii necessary.
Three or more to start; mile heats 2 iu
Challenges must be accepted on or before June 20th.
If not the races will be made up and trotted.
Committees—\V. C. Marshall, Prescott ilazeltine,

Chesapeake and
Burlgage

first

a

GOLDEN PILL.

FAST, MAINE

Forenoon.

V*.

to

DUI’ONCO S

|

THE

Trotting

RlCHNOIll.

They can be obtained by ordering direct tram us
through any responsible Bank or Ranker in any part

pi oi

WM. CLAYTON,
VINAL HAVEN, Maine.

A Card to

ruoaiiAM.M 1:.

VOTED
Etrsons

A Farm, situate in Northport, on the
shore road, six miles from Belfast, and
one from Saturday Cove, containing
about titty acres ot land; cuts ubout 15
tons ot hay; a pasture; well tenced;
plenty ot water; an orchard and cranberry bog, and a
pleasant location. A house, barn and out buildings
The above will be sold at a bargain, Apply to the sub
scriber on the premises.
F. A, DICKEY.
t!39
Northport, April 4, 1H70.

\

A SURE CURE FOR CORNS.

MA-

Joseph Park.

XT

Great Medical

CELEBRAT ION!
Waldo Co,

from

uuil Ih1«real

FOURTH OF JULY
ON

running

and

the celebrated WXI1T1 Hi'LPUCJR
MMRIWiHK 1« Weil Vo., &>7 miles, It in beta#
rapidly extended to the Ohio Kiver, *oo miles further,
making in all 4*7 miles.

In tlie

Farm For Sale-

Youn OTihEUS EMILY.

4?

HOUSE

Pelfast,

MIXER.

tifk Sami: l nikou.m Prim ifi.f, and Dk
SKiSA 1 KI) I*. \ M M DIRS A N 11 .SoKD A -i Fol.DoW S
1 —:t 1-2 ft. cut, One-horse,
$105,00

NOTICE IS NOT OlVEX AFTER TRIAL,
CHINE \\ U K RE CONSIDERED ACCEPTED.

7lb. Schs Cameo, McCarty, Pangor; Castellaue, Hart
do; tiaorgla, Prier, do.

June

Df FF Ell ENT

ont

So.:!— 4
No. 4—4 1-2
No. 4 5

PORT OF BELFAST.

f&m

CllIPPEH M KII IT* Eft 4RE

ate

ARRIVED.
June 1*1. Sch Oak Grove, Mathews, Poston,
•'». Schs Forest City, Davis. Elizabethport; Castellaue,
Hart, Poston; Cameo McCarty, do; D. K. Arey, Ryan,
d»; Esperanza. Adams,Gloucester; Tyro, Hart, Pangor.
SAILED.
June (ith. Parque Ida E. (Pr) Higgins, St. Johns N.

the

.July :
Franktort, June, 0,7,o;
Waldo, July, 1,-:
5, 0, 7;
Prospect,
9,10,11;
Islesboro,
Burnham,
13, 14;
11, 12,13;
Northport,
10,17,10; Lincolnville,'
14, 15, 10;
Palermo,
20, 2 1, 22; Monroe,
lb, 19, 20;
21, 22;
Liberty,
2.1,24,25; .Jackson,
Belmont,
27,20;
Thorndike,
25, 20, 27 ;
Morrill,
2‘J, :io;
28, 29, Jo.
Public meetings ot teachers, parents and all interested

*1

perior

The Ci.ii’fKK as a Mower and Reader is warranted
to be of light draught, and to cut grass or grain in a
workmanlike manner-equal to the best work with

DIED.

completed

following:

Ai.i.
In this
on Tuesday evening, by ltev. Dr. Pallrey,
Mi
f rank P. knowlton and Miss Maria A. Winslow,
both of Pelfast.
in this city, -d iust. by ltev. W. O. Thomas, Mr. Edwin L. Segcr of Stockton, and Miss Mary E. Palmer of
this city.
In this city, Mr. Enoch it. Cain, of Montville, to Miss
Grace C. Dorltv, ot Poston.
In Lincolnville, Mr. Mark Sylvester to Miss Jane A.
Pryant, both of Lincolnville.
In Monroe, Mr. Henry A. Kent of Poston Muss., to
Miss Mary E. Nealley of Monroe, Me.

NOTICE

follows, during

month ot June and

*

^

Id
to

pany,

so

S

A\ll

•HIO KAIEKOAH

The loan ot the

Cl?

w

CHESAPEAKE

KNOWN

Whitcomb Horse Rake

00

THE

In its progress Westward, ut penetrates and opens up
market the Wonderful C.'oul Oeposlti of
liu>s. il. Dodge—Sir:
Banawha Region in West Virginia.
Sweet a 1 It. Union Mower la9t season
expecting to use I And thus brings the superlcrand abundant Coals of that
two horses on it; but being unable to
get a horse to section
work with mine, I took out the
into communication with the Iron Ores or
pole and put in thills.
My horse weighs about 1000 lbs. I cut an acre in less Vlrgiala and Ohio, and the Western, South
than an hour —one ton
acre—and
horse
did
not
my
per
Western nod Eaateru markets.
sweat, nor was it hard work for film.
I cut about
twenty tons of grass with my machine, r.nd am perfectWhen completed it will connect the superior barly satisfied with it, and would recommend the Union as
a durable, light draft,
easily managed machine. I would Isor fucilUfteu of the Chesapeake Bay with
say to brother farmers that are in want ot a machine, reliable
navigation ou the Ohio Hlver, and thus with
buy the Union and my word lor it, you will not regret ihe
entire system of Roll rood and Water
your choice.
ASAPH BIRD.
Truly Yours,
transportation of the grout Went and
North Anson, Jan. 30, 1868.
Soath*Wesi,
A. F. Holt—Sir: The Union Mower I
of
purchased
you last, season gave eutire satisfaction, I cut with it
It will make a short, ensy,
cheap and favor*
about 120 acres, with no breakage
except that of the
pole, which was caused by an accident. 1 have used the oble routo from the Went to the sea. and w»U
Wood and Cayuga Chief Mowers, but
prefer the Union. command a lurge share of the enormous
WM. R. FLINT.
freight# seeking transportation to the coast.
Mr. Bointon Graves, Bowdoinham, Me., says, “For
It will thus become oue of the most iniportant,
Strength, Durability and Lightness ot Draft It excels all
Tlie Drawing- Gear fa the Best of und profitable East und Went Trunk Lines
others.
of Railroad in the country, and command a trade
any Ifloner in ftfaiue.'*
of immense value.
Mr. S. K. Mudgett, Newburgh; J. W. Eveletb,
Wiuterport; T. M. Campbell, Winterport; Charles Con
The completed portion of the Hoad is
doing u profit'
ant, Winterport; H. W. Sweetser, Winterport; N. D.
Littlefield, Winterport; Jerome Severance, Winterport; able und Kucreuaing Business, and Is fully
G. F. Danforth, Atkinson, all Endorse the I.Mi'hOv
equal in value to the whole amount of the mortgage up
Further particulars can be obtained of the
Ki> Union.
following agents, who are also agents for the WELL on the entire Line—($15,000,000.

to the human eye ever known.
They
ground under their own supervision, from
minute Crystal Pebbles, melted together, and derive their
name, “Diamond," on account of their hardness and
are

brilliancy.

call special attention to the

Ol

Deputy Sheriff, Waldo Co.

help

Artificial

sequently light draught.

VltMIOOII,

serve*

Last week

's.’.,.»L

No. 1...

lorLidding

4.

*

GRAINING WITH “MACHINE” IN OIL.

complained of elsewhere
A MEDICAL ESSAY on the Cause mui Cure of Civ*
for its extreme heat, was made tolerable here by a mature
Decline, showing how health is lost, ami how reI
It gives a clear Synopsis oi the Impediments
gained.
cool breeze from the bay.
to Markiaue, the treatment of Nervous and Physi]
« ai.
Debility, Sterility, &c., and the remedies there*
Vegetation has started rapidly .this season. Mr. lor,—the
results ol twenty years’ successful practice.
11. K. Patterson, of Searsport, had Katly Hose poThere is no member of society by whom this book
will
not be lound useful, whether such person holds the
toes above ground in eight days from
planting.
relation of Parent, Preceptor, or Clergyman.” [ Londou
The apprehensions of a drought were relieved bv Medical Times and Gazette.
Manhood.’ The
and reputation of Dr,
a
copious rain on Tuesday night. 11 made the Curtis In the treatment experience
ot the diseases set forth in this
little pamphlet is the patient’s guarantee, and well deguldens and trees laugh right out.

playing upon tie. H igh School Common.
Kridge ( Minmi!iee to have signs placed upon

1-oi

'!r

otal,

Saturday last,

Hall

••

N-

i-ied, viz

p

Ha

I

bone in

Marshal Lean has forbidden traders to encumber
the streets with boxes. Another nuisance that
needs attention is the playing of ball in the streets.

Uelerred to

of \Y. H. M. Lellan and others.

a

justify

ONE HORSE CLIPPER,

Fjblisiikd

lacen-os ior Killian!

ii

IMPROVED UNION MOWER
the past season, is conclusive evidence that the ‘UNION
all points considered, CANNOT be SURPASSED.
To substantiate this FACT, we refer to purchasers ot
the “UNION” last summer.
The IMPROVED UNION has the recommendations
of many of the m^st Prominent Farmers in the County.
Do not be misled by representations of parties in the
interest of other mowers. Give the matter your careful
attention by thoroughly examining the Union, its Simplicity and Workmanship. See if these important
point* do not
the statement. That it costs much
li'Ss to keep the Union Mower in
repair than any other
machine in the Market.

1870.

12 to 11
$.12 to 34
7 to 8
Mutton per lb,
1.) to 00
Laiub per lb,
25 to .‘JO
Turkeys,per lb,
Chickens, per lb, 20 to 2:,
GO to 00
Ducks, per lb,
00 to 00
Geese,
$10 to IS
Huy per ton,
$1.25 to 150
Lime,
Washed Wool,
35 to 38
Unwashed Wool,
25 to 28
Pulled Wool,
40 to 00
Hides,
0 to 00
Calf Skins,
1(» to 00
GO to $ 1
Sheep Skins,
\
to 8
$0.00
Wood, hard.
$4.00 to 0
Wood, soil,
4
to G
Dry Pollock,
$8 tO 10
Straw,
Herds Grass,
0.00 to 00

The tug Ka Iph ltoss, of fiallgor, which brought
1 sfO,
|
ASK
Saloons! down the locomotive and cars on Monday, is said
And take no other. See that the portrait of Dr. Clarke
'!■
in.'
IVir,a (iiiniorc and frost, and to lie the handsomest and most cllicieut wrecking
is upon the label of each bottle. No other is genuine.
! :
She certainly is a model of They are purely vegetable and will not iutoxicate,
: lit* -a me.
I lt«- c’it v Marshall tug in this country.
tfsp
vi
‘i
11"; 11 v all persons withiu tin- City, selling
| strength and neatness.
-tili. ti li«jU.H- fuiitrury to law, to -top salt* ol same
M. AThe daily show of tine salmon at Lewis A
was
varied
on
<
fi\
some
14
,i,.
K'.ra i*.i. ktoi l w a> elm a Tax Col- I Crosby's
Monday by
striped
hass, a tish that is excellent on the table and
FA PER H ANGIN G, URAIN ING, G LAZ1NG, WillTE
n
I’ ti
Aldermen. li**|*orts oi Committee on 1*0- furnishes excellent sport in catching.
WASHING, ENAMELLING AND VARNISHING.
i" widen I mihIou .' trial ; that the same bo made
William Pottle, while at work on the railroad
Papering and Painting Front Entrys, Parlors aud Sit
i.-.i whler upon the north side ol same. Laid on
turntable, last week, struck a false blow with a ting Rooms made a specialty.
tine
Monthly,

Muini i*.;

i.

!

( i ititrvT.

roK thk benefit of younu
A1KN, and others who sutler from Nervous Debility,
etc., supplying the means of self-cure. Written by one
who cured himself, and sent iree ou receiving post paid
directed envelope. Address,
NATHANIEL MAI FA1K. Brooklyn N. V.

>

PRICELESS!

MOWfcR.

THE SUCCESS OF THE

-pVN5ft0N'D Sjsj,

<{&

i

THE STANDARD

It!

Hound Hog,
Clear Suit Fork,

The Confessions of

at

FOR SIGHT IS

GET THE BEST ASD THE CHEAPEST.

SPECIAL NOTICES

its fourth

on

Money Cannot Buy

THE JOURNAL.

WEEKLY SOB

Belfast, Wednesday, Juue Stli,

made of the Sherman steel manufac-

Kennelmnk. Mrs. Hutchins,
Bueksport. lie has put it into all knots of
•alurday.
I lady of To, was run over and killed by the ; wood, including hemlock knots, with an occasional
! tie1 Pul-Hand, Saco and Portsmouth llail-j collision with spikes, Are., and says he never saw
le had been warned not to walk on the! an axe stand hard usage and cut so well. lie believes in Sherman and his invention.
k.
at

i>niCE8

Clipper Mowers!

We are now completing our stock for the Spring and
Summer ol 1870, and otter, in the NEWEST DESIGNS
and of the most thorough construction, a varietyot elegant Cabriolets, Victorian, Coupes, Phae*
tout, Top anil Open JBugrjrlea, Jump Moists,
CarrvallN.
Ac., exclusively the
of our well-known Preble St. Factories. We
lave made great reductions in prices, and will sell lower
than any concern in the United States that sells firstclass carriages.—Prices uniform to all. Every carriage
we make is equal in every respect to those built to the
order ol our most valued customers.

ISY

H. It. STEVENS,
Boston, Ma»«.
$1.25. Sold by all Druggists.
Entered according to Act of Congress, in the year 1S7<>
by II. It. Stkvkn1*, In the Clerk’s Office ot the District

We also keep

built

expressly for

a

!m 14

A. 11.

BROS. & 00.

HcUutft, April 27,1S70.

iH2

ws

I

WINDOW SHADES,

lurgo amorlueut of

CARRIAGES,

in Philadelphia, New Haven, and

Mass., tor sale at the very lowest rates.
CxproMM, Cirocern, ami BuiUou Wagon
constantly on hand.
Kkmkmbkk,—all persons dealing with ns will get precisely what they bargain for.
Wo make

PitK'K

Court of the District ol Massachusetts.

SIMONTON

for

firoduction

LOW-PRICED

I* U ii I F I I1’ II.
1*KKPARK1J

WAGONS!

"Waiting

a

Children’s

specialty

LATEST
BEST

STYLES.
GOODS.

of

Carriages!

CALL AND LX AMIN L AT

great variety lor sale Wholesale and Retail—very
lOW. CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.
IllU-H

Keep

a

Beach, having applied
me, David Howe
,r. G. THOMPSON’S.
K*l., one of the Justices ot the l'eace in and tor said
:sm4i
Salt for Sale.
County ot Waldo, requesting me to issue a warrant diA.
E.
DURHAM
rected to one of said applicants directing him to call a
cargo of Lherpuol Fishing* Malt, in Bond
TUKY
ARB
meeting of the Pew owners in said house, according to
at .Simpson's Whari, Belfast, for sale cheap by the
law, to act upon the following objects, to wit:
E. II. HERB I MAN.
subscriber.
say
1. To choose a Moderator to preside at said
meeting.
tf4f
May 10, isro.
Belfast,
To choose a Clerk for the ensuing year.
rrniAT he will put on a team this ihurs•t. To choose a Treasurer lor the ensuing year.
DAY MORNING, May 10th, and will call at ever?
M W Y More or less of those nicest.
U To see what method the Pew owners will take to
house in the city, and supply customers with Fish of all OVA/jVAA/ Johae HIOHKD AllAMERICAN
repair the house.
kiuds.
WI.VMM
will
FIRST MORTGAGE BONOS.
be received per Steamer City of KlchTo choose a Committee to assess a tax on Pews to
ORDERS will be Liken and promptly utti-nded to.
BELFAST.
-:o:mond, the comtn| season, and will be Mold at Whale*
pay for repairs.
0 cts. per lb.
FRESH
will
be
Nice
sold
lor
HALIBUT,
rrMIK attention of persona
•into
or
—: o:—
Beinll. They will be sold to the Trade
0. To choose a Committee to make the
making investment of
repairs.
Fresh SALMON, Fresh CODFISH, Corned FISH and at Boston
X money is called to the above very deBirable security
prices, freight and other expenses off. CounAnd you are hereby directed to notify a
meeting ot
J. C. ROBBINS informs his friends and LOBSTERS, HALIBUTS FINS, ike. Ac.
The Ronds run lor twenty years, at six
try Traders will please send their orders.
per cent, inter- said Pew owners according to law, to be held at "the
that
cash
he
has
lowest
the public
leased the above well
of all kinds, at the
price.
eat In gold, and are secured upon the roadbed of the
GROCERIES
The
Subscriber
would say to his friends and patrous,
Meeting-house aforesaid in said town on the _'oth day of
known establishment, where he oilers enter- All ot which will be delivered at every house In the city, that he
is still in the
corporation, which coats nearly nine hundred thousand June next, at six o'clock in the afternoon, for the purtainment to the travelling public.
every day in the week, from this out.
dollars. The whole amount ot theae bonds to be issued pose utoresaid.
His is the oldest established market in Belfast, and as
_He will thorough reuovate the house, make
la limited to one hundred and
(liven under my hand at said l.incolnville, this
lifiy thousand dollars
twenty- improvements and every way conform to modern needs. he holds to the old maxim that *‘a rolling stone gathers
each bond bearing a certificate of one of the trustees third
ot May, l«7o.
day
be
will
all
The
table
with
the
no
delicacies
that
supplied
moss,” he therefore states to the public that he is and all that will lavor him with a call will be uaed right.
that It is a portion ot the said limited amount.
DAVID HOWE, Justice of the Peace.
can be procured,and special attention given to order and
still on hand and expects to be lor some time to come.
All kinds of Froak and Plckl.4 Flak constantly
The money markets of the world do not present a
Pursuant to the foregoing warrant to me directed. I neatness
in
the
He
will use his utmost exertions to merit the liberal on hand.
sleeping
apartments.
better or safer security.
have notified said persons to meet at the time and
All the stages leaving the city take their departure patronage that he has enjoved for the last eight years.
place
SO
Bbli. more ol that Idlilo Beauty Flour just
These bonds are now ottered for sale on liberal terms
lor the
from this house. Coaches run regularly to the boats,
purpose aforesaid.
St. Johns Smoked Alewives sold at wholesale & received and lor sale for gs.50 per bbl.
W. T. COLBURN, Treasurer.
Apply to
Dated at l.incolnville, this twenty-third day ot
A. E. DURHAM.
and guests conveyed to auy part of the city or country. Retail.
A. K. DUKHAM.
May
June
1670.
Belfast,
1,
JOHN A. BRACKETT.
tl 44
Sw4l
iw43
Bellas!. April UOth. lr?u.
Beltast, May lu, iso.
Belfast, May ID, 1870.

* FIRST CLASS INVESTMENT.

Belfast & Moosehead Lake R, R,

A

Would

to the Citizens of Belfast,

THREE HUNDRED THOUSAND MORE!!

HOUSE

Fish and Grocery Business,

Everything

OLD AGE.

Fling

down the faded blossoms of the Spring,
Nor clasp the roses with regretful hand;
The joy of summer is a vanished thing;
bet it depart, and learn to understand
The gladness of great calm—the Autumn rest,
t he Pence—of human joys the latest and the best.
Ah! I remember how in early days
The primrose hnd the wild-flower grew beside
M v tangled forest paths, whose devious ways
Filled me with joys of mysteries untried.
And terror that was more than half delight.
And sense of budding life, and longings infinite.
And t remember how, in Lite’s hot noon,
Around my path the lavish roses shed
< 'olor and fragrance, and tire air of June
Breathed rapture—now those summer davs are

tied,

Kays of sweet peril, when the serpent lay
Lurking at every turn of life’s enchanted way.
The light of Spring, the Summer glow, arc o’er,
And 1 rejoice in knowing that for me
The woodbine and the roses bloom no more,
The tender green is gone from field and tree;
Brown barren sprays stand clear against the blue.
And leaves fall fast, and let the truthtul sunlight

through.

For

me the hooded herbs of Autumn grow,
Square-stemmed and sober-tinted; mint and sage,
tlorehound and halm—such plants as healers know:
And the decline of life’s long pilgrimage
1- suit and sweet with marjoram and thyme,
Bright with pure evening dew, nor serpent’s glittering slime.

And round my path the aromatic air
Breathes health and perfume,mid the turfy
ground
Is soft for weary feet, and smooth and fair,
With little thornless blossoms that abound
In safe dry places, where the mountain side
Lies to the setting sun, and no ill beast can hide.
What i> there to regret? Why should I mourn
To leave the forest and the marsh behind,
i >r toward the rank, low meadows
sadly turn,
Since here another loveliness 1 find,
•afer and not less beautiful—and blest
With glimpses, faint and fair, of the long-wishedfor ltest?
Ami so f drop the roses from my hand,
And let the thorn-pricks heal, and take my way
Km\ n hill, across a fair and peaceful land
l.api iii the golden calm of dying day;
Bail that the night is near, anil glad to know
Unit, rough or smooth the way, 1 have not (hr to go.

GRASS

AjtlD

ROSES.

l!Y.IAMKs FREEMAN CLARKE.

I Ini>ked where the roses were blowing,
They stood among grasses and reeds:
T said, “Where such beauties are growing,
Why suffer these paltry weeds?”

Weeping, the poor things faltered,
"We ha\ neither beauty nor bloom

Ilf are grass in the roses’"garden—
liut our Master gives us this room.

;

"The .slaves of a generous Master;
Horn from a world above;
We came to this place in His wisdom—
We stay to this hour from His love.
"We have fed his humblest creatures.
We have served him truly and long:
I le gave no grace to our features—
We have neither color or song.

*

Vet He .who has made the roses
Placed us on the self-same soil;
lie knows our reason for being—
We are grass in the garden of God.”
A

WOMAN’S STRATAGEM.

IIOW i'o CL Itli A

•Mary,

GltLMliUNG HLaliAND.

corn-bread is never done! I
wonder what is the reason everybody else
Inis tilings right anti we always have
things
your

wrong!’

Why. Joe,

never

1 am sure the corn-bread has
been in this .state before ! You see

the tire ‘had a lit,’ and could’nt be made to
burn this morning.’
‘<>h. yes! you are always ready with an
excuse.
Now, there is‘Mrs. Smith; her
stove never has tits.
And she always lias
the lightest, sweetest bread, and the nicest
cakes and preserves I ever ate. I wish
you’d
take pattern by her.
■Well, 1 am sure, Joe, I do my best, and I
think 1 succeed oftener than I fail. I wish I
could suit you always; but that, I
suppose,
could scarcely be expected;’ ami
Mary gave
a
weary sigli.
Mary Starr had been married about a year,
during which time she had found house keepShe was a neat
ing rather a up-hill work.
little body, ami
conscientiously did her very
be.-1 to ph ase her husband; but he, whatever
might be the reason, was very hard to please
in fact, seemed determined not to be
pleased with anything she did. Perhaps,
like the old soldier, in one of Dickens’ stories,
he had a vital and constant sense that ‘discipline must be maintained.’ At any rate,
he never allowed Mary to be pleased with
herself on any occasion if lie could help it.
Mary was an amiable wife, fortunately,
and not easily irritated, though, to tell the
truth, there were times when her forbearance was sorely tried.
For instance, whenever she and Joe took tea out, or went to a
party, or even to church, he seldom allowed
the opportunity to pass unembraced to
animadvert on some deficiency m cooking,
nr in manners, or in
dress, on the part of Ids
wife; and that pro Itono publico. For instance, it would be:
‘Mrs. Jones, what splendid
sponge-cake
Volt make ! Mary, take notice how
light this
cake i-.
i wonder why
never
have it so
you
putty !' Or, ‘Mrs. 15rown, you certainly are
:m
adept at entertaining company. I wish,
Mary, that you would try to steal Mrs.
brown's art. Or, ‘Mrs. Green, your dress is
always most becoming. Your last*; is exquisite. I don’t see why it is, Mary, that
with all 1 spend for you, you never can reach
the \jc no $<11$ rjiioi' of Mrs. Green.’
< >n these occasions
Mary would blush and
bite her lip, and be inwardly
annoyed, but
she was a woman of too much
pride and good
sense to make a
display of her mortification
nr chagrin: arid she was
really too goodnatured and Christian a person to let it
change her feelings toward Joe, whom she
knew to be, after all,
very fond of her, and a
very just man at heart. After a while, too,
seeing that the fault was probably curable,
she bethought herself how she should
proceed in order to break him of his disagree°
able habit.
Fortune favored her. One day, a
lady,
one of her most valued friends and best
neighbors, called to invite Joe and Mary to
a tea party at her house.
.‘It will be a small affair,’ said she, ‘but
very pleasant, 1 think. You only are wanted to make the circle of harmony
complete.’
‘Well,’ said Maty, ‘I will come, Mrs. Vane.
on one

condition.

‘Condition !

a

request oi

taken offence. Hut I never could be
angry
with you. So, if it will be
any satisfaction
to you—though for the life of me I can’t
imagine what your drift is—I will comply
with your conditions. When may I
expect
my supplies?’
‘Let me see; to-morrow is
my baking-day,
and your tea-party is not before
Thursday.
Well, on Wednesday afternoon you shall be
supplied with bread, biscuit, cake, and all
the other accessories; and mind the
only
thing I allow yon to furnish is butter, which
I do not make.’
Very well it’s all settled, then, and I will
leave you. On the whole, this
arrangement
suits mo; it relieves me of a
great respousibility, for your cookery is well known to be
particularly nice. So good by till Thurs-

|Ufo

as

fection ; her crullers crisp and delicious.
Then she knew that her preserved fruits
were' nice, and if there was sponge-cake
more like solidified froth she would like to
sec it.
Everything was sent into Mrs. Vane
on Wednesday alternoon, and she had all
Thursday to devote to her dress.
Mary looked very pretty that night at the
tea party, for her eyes shone with a purpose,
and she had just excitement enough about it
to redden her checks in a very becoming
Add to this that she was dressed
manner.
with neatness and taste, and you will not be
unwilling to believe me when I say that she
was quite the belle of the occasion.
Joe evidently thought so himself; for strange to
say, lie made no remarks on her appearance
that night calculated to lower her self-esteem ;
but contrariwise, gazed at her from time to
time with the most profound satisfaction.
‘But ‘murder will out.’ It came on this
occasion, when they sat down to supper.
Everybody was delighted; there had not
been such an unexceptionable ‘tea’ in that
neighborhood for a long time. Country people are very fond of their ‘teas;’ they compare one with another with admirable connoisseurship. This one was a triumph.
‘Mrs. Yaue, you are the perfection of
bread-makers. Your biscuits are quite beautiful. Were ever such crullers made 1 How
do you manage it, Mrs. Vane P What lovely
sponge cake!’
Mrs. Vane and Mary occasionally changed
glances and smiled, but nobody noticed it.
Joe had been behaving so beautifully all
the evening, that Mary began to be afraid her
plans had failed. He canto out now, however, greatly to Mary’s satisfaction.
‘This is a feast, indeed,’ he said. ‘A fellow is fortunate who has a wife that can
make such bread as this, to say nothing of
the sponge-cake.
I can’t see why it is,
Mary; you improve, it is true; 1 give you
credit for that; but I don’t see why it is that
all women cannot have the knack that Mrs.
Vane has, at cooking to perfection. If you
could make such bread as this, Mary, your,
husband would be a happy man.’
Mrs. v ano looked at Mary, and Mary
looked at Mrs. Vane. Light had broken upon the mind of the latter.
It broke like a
flash of lightning, and then there was an explosion—not of thunder, but of laughter.
Joe looked tip amazed.
He was a man
who petted his dignity enormously.
What
did these women mean, to laugh so at a sober, sensible remark of his? Particularly,
what could Mary mean, to so trifle with the
respect she owed her husband.
lie began to grow very red, indeed. Mrs.
Vane saw it presently, and came to his and
Mary’s relief; for poor Mary had already began to be a little frightened at the success of
her own scheme. She did not like Joe to be
an<n-y at any rate.
“air. Starr,1 said Mrs. Vane, ‘I am truly
glad you like this very excellent cookery, lor
it is all your wife’s. By your own showing,
you ought to be a happy man.1
Here the whole company caught the infection, and joined in the laugh against Joe.
It was of no use to get angry with so many
people; so, before long, Joe joined in the
chorus himself.
And so the tea party broke up with the
greatest good nature all round, and Joe went
home with a lesson he never lorgot; for it
was the last time that Mary ever heard
any
complaints from him. He is now the most
easily pleased of any husband for ten miles
round.
Correspondence
AN INTERVIEW

of the

iloston Post.

WITHJIOV.

CHAMBERLAIN.

Bangor. Mk., May 31.
The visit of Gen. Chamberlain to this city has had
the effect to intensify the interest which surrounds
the political situation in this .State, and to further
complicate the web which is so provokingly entangled. An interview of half an hour to-day with
llis Excellency, disclosed to your correspondent
the fact that great uncertainty attaches to the Radical movements, and much appreheusion is felt as
to the continued ascendancy of the party in this
State. The Governor was most comfortably domiciled at the line residence of his venerable father.
Col. Joshua Chamberlain. Although considerably
faiigtted from over-work, His Excellency conversed
witli ltis usual vivacity and freedom. That he “still
lives” is a marvel of marvels. In reply to a question as to the state of his health, he remarked that
it was surprisingly good for a person who had had
a ragged Bullet tear through ltis hips and abdomen,
and another through his breast, “leaving an orifice
through which you might have passed the stick
you now hold in your hand.” Having been introduced its a correspondent of the Boston l’ost, the
General remarked that when at home lie was in the
habit of reading the Post, adding that it had treated
him with marked consideration.
Reporter—The Democratic press all over the
country lias been sparing of its criticisms of you,
General.
Governor—I am sensible of the fact and appreciate it.
I presume it is attributable in part to the
circumstance that 1 am in no sense what is termed

Aromatic

GRAND

Vegetable Soap-

RUSH!
For the

Delicate Skin of Ladies and Children.

SOLD 111 ALL DBieuiSTS.

AT

HOWE SEWING MACHINES
AND

Butterick’s Patterns.

Simonton Eros. & Co.

PLUMMER & WILDER,
144 Trcmont Street, Boston.

HOME MADE BEER.
Delicions, Strengthening, Blood-Cleansing, Invigorating. One bottle of FLUID EXTRACT of DANDELION, Yellow Dock, Sarsaparilla, Hops, Butternut, &c.-

will make <» gallons or 30 bottles of healthful Boot Beer.
Farmers at home or in the field, Clergymen, Mechanics.
Lawyers, every body will praise it on trial.
only by 11. & J. BREWER, Springfield, Mass, Sold by
Druggists and Grocers everywhere.

Prepared

YES!

The Season
Of Peril.
P-In the Summer and Autumn the system is in a less
nervous condition than when under the bracing Influence
of a colder temperature. Keep the bowels unobstructed,
the digestion active and the blood cool in warm weather.
To effect this object, take occasionally a dose ot TurIt is
rant’N Effen encent Meltzer Aperient,
a gentle cathartic, a wholesome tonic, an antidote to
biliousness, a blood depurent, and a most delightful febrifuge, united in one sparkling, foaming elixir, prepared
a

moment and without the

slightest

and Boston,
ed to

IT IS TRUE!

That the Best Mowers—the Best Droppers—the Best
Self-linkers to be found In the world are the Original
and Reliable Double-Motion ..'Etna Machine*, made
by the ASTNA MANUFACTURING CO., ot Salem.
Ohio. Send for Pamphlet containing particulars.

in

In consequence of the great decline of Dry Goods in New York

keep

have been prompt-

correspond to the lowest
ket pricesThe

patronage

been

the

An UNFAILING REMEDY for Neuralgia Facialis, often effecting a perfect cure in a single day. No
form of Nervous Disease fails to yield to its wonderful
power. Even in the severest cases of Chronic Neuralafgia, affecting.the entire system, its use for a few
fords the most astonishing relief, and rarely fails to
a
and
cure.
It
contains
no
produce
permanent
materials in the slightest degree injurious. It has the
of
the
best
unqualified approval
physicians. Thousands,
in every part of the country, gratefully acknowledge its
power to soothe the tortured nerves, and restore the

have

we

postage.
Postage
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and I’ll Do You Good.”

Have

B( mi

has

the

CURTAINS

I

repre-

stock in the

tirely

our

K-ID

large

stocks,

A

assortment

constantly

marked

down

to 87c per

Nice

it

on

premiums,
Dividends applied at the option

payment of

pair.

Fred

have

KID

yd.
GOODS
half

unrivalled in the MARKET.
They are particularly
recommended lor summer wear, and warm climates, although equally well adapted to all seasons ot the year.
They arc highly recommended by medical and scientific
For sale by all lirst-class dealers. For circulars
men.
prieo3, etc., address the WORCESTER SKIRT
CO., Worcester, Ran*.

JUST

holes, selling

per

and see our prices, so cheap that all
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■t. HOW. Physician
Surgeon, No. 7 bin
it r Sr.. Boston, iaconsulted
duily lor all dist-unincident to the ti-nntle system,
Prolapsus l teri or
Fulling ot tlie Womli, Fluor Alims, suppression, and
oile r menstrual derangements, arc till treated on new
pathological principles, and speedy relief guaranteed in a
very lew days. So invariably certain is this new mode
ot treatment, that must obstinate complaints
yield under
It, and the atllicted person soon rejoices in perfect health.
Ur. Dow lias no doubt had greater
experience in (Incure of diseases of women than
any other physician in
Boston.
Boarding accommodations for patients who may wish
to stay in Boston a few days under Ids treatment.
Dr. Dow, since IMS, having confined his whole attention to an ollicc practice for the cur- of Private Diseases
and Female Complaints, acknowledg
no superior in the
United States.
N. B.—All letters must contain one dollar, or they will
not be answered.
Office hours from K a. m. to y i\ ,\i.
Boston «lulv 2:» I8fV.».
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Contains No LAC SULPHUR-No
SUGAR OF LEAD—No LITH
ARGE-No NITRATE OF SIL
VER, and is entirely free from
tho Poisonous and Hoalth-dostroying Drugs usod in othor
Hair Preparations.
ar as crystal, it will not -oil
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It restore* uml nrevents the Hair from
In-coming <ira
a soil, glossy
l rm.lruif,
appearance, reiuovi
retreshing to the head, ducks th. Il.m irom
tailing otl, ami restores it to a great >xieiit win n pieuin
lardy lost, prevents Headaches, care «I! IIuiim
cutaneous erupt ions, and unnatur <'
at
HR. €it. Nltli’l'ii, patentee, (iroton Junction
Mass. Prepared only bv PIKO< TKIt illto i n
Kit*. liloucestor, Mas-. The Ikhuiiic is put up in
u, u itii tic name ot th<
panel buttle, made expn--!y t
Ask your Druggist f,,r N
article blown in the glass.
turn's Hair Restorative, and t 4h• .No Other.
Sold at Wholesale hv W. I
Putt.nr &, Co., Port
land. Me., and at lit tail by ali the I ‘ruggi-ds in theStaP
and elsewhere.
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Till* Mtullion «%ill Ntainl for tlie
use of 191 ares at my Stable in IBelfaxt,
one mile North of the city, on the “Head of
the Tide Hoad,” every day in the week, exWednesdays, when he will stand at Fr**«»*loi»i

RESTOR AITIt K

\TCI\s“tUI,W

HALLS & COOl’KK,
where he will keep constantly on hand a good assort
UU'nt of Lumber, Oiueut, Lime, Maud anil
Hair, also Corn, Flour ami Groceries.
Thankful for past favors he respectfully solicits a continuance of the same.
M. It. COOl'KB.
tin?
Belfast. Feb. 10, 1870.
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over night.
and be convinced that Simonton Village,
In goingto FREEDOM on Wednesday’s forenoon,
he wfil pals through WALDO and KIOA Corner,
Bros. & Co. recognize the motto and returning Thursday through !?I©!VTV ILLE
Centre and
home
noon.
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before jail-

good appetite, and prevent all
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fromindigestion. Ladies of weak and delicate constitutions should take the Invigorator three times a day. A
will insure sweet ami re
wine-glass full before
freshing sleep. All the proprietor asks is a trial, and to
induce this he has put up the Invigorator in pint bottles
at 50 cents—quarts, $1.00 Principal Depot, -15 Central
wharf, Boston. Sold by all druggists.
Sold in Belfast by*. A. IIOWEM A CO.
In Stockton, by JOHV Iff. Alff
and l?l ft*. I»

had in the Western Markets.

call and

Invigorator

Removes from the system the 111 effect a caused by the exuse ol alcholic liquors, ami effectually destroys
the appetite for these stimulants. It gives tone to debilitated mucous surfaces. Effete matter is removed from i
the system,thereby restoring it to normal healthful condition. As a medicine it is quick and effectual, curing
the most aggravated cases of Dyspepsia, Kidney Complaints, and ull other Derangements of the Stomach and
Bowels in a speedy mamier. This elegant preparation

than they can be

Ladies,

GLESES.

B. HinmtL.

attention

lots that will be
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cessve

Soft Finished Ma-

-ox

No. 11 Phccnix Row.
c. 1>.

Price 7a cts.

*S-KorSalca(: CALVIN IIKliV'IOYVS, Agent, Belfast.
JAMES EMERY, Jeweler, Bucksport.
ttlf*

Eg&s,

Ponltry, Magle Sugar, Honey, &c, &c,

I.KWIS'

A. B. MATHEWS.

Perfected
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chine thread 8 cts. per

Saws! Axos! Saws! Wo

Butter,

Phthisic ?

buy

LAZARUS A- MORRIS’

TWO boxes for

GRIFFITHS)

A Family Srrron. A very
pretty Oakland girl, not over eighteen years of a«-e,
brought a suit for breach of promise against
a young merchant, who had
changed hisminil
and taken a richer bride.
DECATUR, STEVENS & CO.
The trial came on, and the girl’s mother, a
WHOLESALE AND COMMISSION DEALERS IN
fitt red-faced old dame, was present in the
bar, to give moral effect to the recital of her
daughter’s wrongs.
The counsel tor the plaintiff, in
LAUD, DEANS, DRIED ADDLES,
summing
up, descanted at length and with movin'” pathos upon “the enormity of the defendant’s
II & 12 Blackstone, & 14 John Sts.
guilt in creeping into the bosom of this
family” (here the old lady pinned her shawl
(Opposite the New England House,)
closer,) “and deceiving and disappointed this
BOSTON.
lair girl!’’
Here the venerable mother could contain
day.’
herself no longer, but witli
gushing tears
‘Mind you, say nothing about this,
Hattie, exclaimed :
to any one; it is a secret of mine.’
“He deceived us all, gentlemen! Me and MO. lOW SUDBURY STREET. BOSTOM,
‘Very well, as you say, I’ll keep mum. all the rest—me and all the rest!’’
Manufacturer of
Ooodbye again, for you will have your hands
The effect was magical, but not just what
Billiard.
Tables
full and I must not interrupt you.’
the old lady expected.
[Harper’s Magazine. WITH THE COMBINATION STRING CUSHION
So off Mrs. Vane went,
wonderinwardly
Mew- and Second-Hand Tallies alwars on
ing what crochet demure little Mary had got
There are 112,000 land-owners in England hand and for sale at the lowest prices.
into her steady little head.
me a rail.
«lve
K, E WILMARTH, Agent.
and 1,000,000 paupers.

U

To Females in Delieato Health.

M.

SAWS of all descriptlous. AXKS, HEI.TINO and
MILL FURNISHINGS.
CIRCULAR SAWS with
Solid Teeth, or with 1'athnt Aimustaiile Points
superior to nil Inserted Teeth Saws.
n-Pric«i Hcduee<l,^et
43“Send lor 1’rice List and Circulars..**
WfiliCII A tllUmTHI,
Boston, Hail., or Betrolf, IMirh.
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direct connection between 1*0It I'LA NDaml
II 1( At.«».
1 il R(>U< i II I K 'K FTS TO KANAKA, California, and
the WEST I
mule, from
$'» 00 LEMN tlaan lay any Ollo
M .4 I % E, lo
Detroit, ('ilica^a, < alifornia
«t.l»aul. Ht LixiiH. nihaaukee. < in« imiati.
ami all partN « !>■ ami MII TII W'KUT
111 KOI < i II TUA INS I, KAY E DAI I Y ire in Bangor
Skowhegan, Farmington, Augusta, and Portland, .ml
on arrival ot Steamers from Bangor and St. d.dm, tiiuk
ing direct connection, without stopping, to all points a
above, thus avoiding 110 IKK K\ PhNSES and HACK
IN<« in crowded Cities.
Ili»ggitg t* t'litH keiltliroii^li, %% iI limit t lnuiuiv
At Itilreshment Rooms, end lor Sleeping Car-,
American money is received at par from pa-.-engerholding through tickets.
Tackety at lo«enl rates via llo»toii. Yen
York
Central. Ituft'alo, ami Detroit.
IIIRol i.li TICKETS can be procured at all tin
Principal Ticket Otlices in New K.nglaud, New lirnnwiek, ami at the Company's tmice. No.
West Mark< •:

i>m11
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always

Always
RoIIovoh
our large stock of COMMON FURN1.
PINE CHAMBER SETS, BEDSTEADS, tlu* most Distressing cases ol Phthisic in a tew minutes, j tic
Inhaled with the breath, it goes directly lothTABLES, CHAIRS, &c., &c.
Fungs' a
and air cells, and relief is immediate and certain

25 cents.

SPOOL

METALLIC CASES

THE

VIA

RAILWAY,

WHAT-NOTS, &c., &c.

______

WELCH

cureA (HO,
WEST!

POINTS

stock of

? LOIIK ! at the quality and prices of our
CUSTOM MADE WALNUT and CHESTNUT
CHAMBER
SETS, KTAGKRKS, SIDE-Bo ARDS,

has stood the test of

Inventors who wish to take out Letters Patent are adto counsel with MUNN & CO., editors ot the
Scientific American, who have prosecuted claims belore
the Patent Otlice lor over Twenty Years. Their American and European Patent Agcucy is the most extensive
in the world.
Charges less than any other reliable
agency. A pamphlet containing lull instructions to inventors is sent gratis.
MUNN & CO., 37 Park Row, New York.
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Unfailing Eye Preservers.

SKELETON

This Corset is constructed on an entirely new
principle., being open, and thereby allowing the freest circulation possible, besides giving perfect ease and comfort to
the wearer, and at the same time possessing all the advantages ol the common Corsets in giving support to
the body
For Uealtli. i-raic ami Comfort, they are

\

Square, t’.angor.
11. SII ACIvELL, Oen’l Passenger Agent, Montr. al,
C. .1. BEY DOES, Managing Director.
Now Furniture
VVM. FLOW FttS Eastern Agent, Bangui
ever offered in
this city. PARLOK SUITS ot the
Tickets lor Sale in Belfast by
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>. Treasury.
Watch Co., has been carried bv me -i\ months; its t
tal variation from mean time I,. ing only
ight seeon :
pt*r month. Have been travelling through ‘Mlleivnt s,
tions ot the* country, from New York to i.alvaaton. l ex
I.. ltl< K.
as, and back, by steamer and railroad.
ot \\ hitney & Rice, 17'J
Uro.ulway, N. V.
Sr.MM in IVnn., r. b.
l*
Wen ii
No, 117• -bearing 1‘rade Mark,
Fr-den
Atherton & < o., Marion, N, .1.
inanufaetund bv l s
Watch C<*., has been carried Ly me (he three monthits total v trial :ou from mean time l-eionly
second
during that time li.MK 1 \N< Y engim r !•& I K It
Wvntt No. i i«>. ("oing Trade-Mark
Tied, ne
Atherton \ Co., Marion, N. .1.. manutaetured by l
s
Watch Co.,, has been earrh-1 by me eleven months; its
total variation from mean linn- being only .-even second
in the entire time.
A. II. lv 1 MJ,
Park Plaee, N ^
\ iee-l‘res't l.ta'tic Cone Spring Co., N .1. Car spring
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U. HERVEY, Watcbrnakor and Jeweller, BELFAST

nuities.
This provision is .n addition to the ordinary non-forMICHIGAN CENTRAL, Southern, or Detroit and
feiting character of the Policies ot this or any other Milwaukee Railroads!
Company, Policy holders participate in the profits of
TIIKOLHill F.XPKFSS TKA1NS DAILY, making
the Company, and are allowed thirty days grace, lor the

GOODS.

Poplins

Chicago, III.

TO

THIS

perfect slaughter in prices has

imitation

Book.
CO., N. V.

|S;7()

Company issues all kinds oi Life and endowment Insurance Policies.
Especial attention is
called to a new provision, contained in Policies issued
by this Company, by which after the payment of live or
more annual premiums, they may be converted into An-

prices.
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THE Free for
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1. VROOMAN Engineer N. Y.C. & 11. R. II.
Wa i« ir No. io;i7 Stem W inder—bearing Trade-Mark,
Frodi rio Atherton & Co., Marion, N.
manutucturoil by F.S. Watch Co., has boon carried by mo since
June, Is.;:; its total variation from mean linn bt iug onIIF.N’RY S M I'll 1
ly live seconds per month.
Treas. l’annma U. K., ss Wall Stre- t
l
S.
W’.vn
No. 12012
bearing Trade Mark.
Watch Co.. Marion, N. .1
manufactured by United
me five months,
States Watch Co., has been carried
its total variation from mean time being i-iily twelve
seconds. (iF<>. I.OVIS, Ceueral F.asteru I'.issenger
Agent, Toldo, Wabash & Western Railway.
Frederic
Watcii No, 12;VJ—bearing Trade-Mark,
Atherson &. Co., Marion, N. J.,” manufactured by L. S.

For Sale

en-

and fresh

designs,

new

been made in this

having

I' K a N. Y Fob. 11, WO.
No. 2017— bearing frade-Mark,
Fayette
.1.”
manufactured
N.
by l S. Watch
Stratum, Marion,
Co., has boon carried by mo !2 months; its total variation from moan time being littoon seconds.
Watch

AND FIXTURES LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY

Goods at reduced
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Should occasion require you to purchase
B. A. Fahnestock’s Vermifuge, be
particularly careful to see that the initials are Ji.
A. This is the article that, has been so

s,u.

1 y r34

yard.

have been added to

disregarding

Reporter—'The Senatorial question complicates

loi’k, Jau. 1«,

.New

I.

Watch No. 1124—bearing Trade-Mark,
Frederic
Atherton & Co.,” manufactured by the l'. S. Watch Co.
has been carried by me seven months ; its total variation
from mean time being only six seconds. A. L. PENN IS,
President N. J. It. K. & T. Co.
Watch No. 1125, Stem Winder—bearing Trade-Mark.
Frederic Atherton & Co., Marion, N. J.,” manufactured
by United States Watch Co., has been carried by me
14 months; 0 months cf that time at sea, and in all the
various climates ot Europe. During lhat time and since
my return it has not var cd one second per week.
II. PASSING, Manager Knickerbocker Idle Insurance Co., 101 Broadway, N. Y.
Utica, N. Y., Feb. 15, WO.
Watch No. 1058, Stem Winder—bearing Trade-Mark,
“Frederic Atherton & Co., Marion, N. J.,M manufactured by U. S. Watch Co., has been carried by me twenty
months; its total variation from meantime being live
/. C. PltlEST,
seconds per month.
Afst.Supt. N. Y.C. & II. It. It.

Geo. Mayo,

CAimosr.

SALESMEN

WINDERS,

MOVEMENTS.

**

THE EXCELSIOR

$1.25

Wanted in

FROSTED

HON. L. E. CHITTENDEN’S Certificate.
OSTWatch No. lO-SJ, stem Winder—bearing Trade-Mark, Frederic Atherton A: Co,, Marion. N. •!., manutaeiurei by l nited
)>eon carried by me from Deeembi r, isc»s, to January ITtIt, l>Tb: its total variation being only two srponils in the entire lime.
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PENDANT WINDERS AND KEY

WATCHES,

NICKEL AND

YORK.

And GILES, BROTHER & CO., 142 Lako Streot,

hand, every pair warranted

on

NEW

LANE,

Wholesale Rooms, 13 MAIDEN LANE. NEW YORK,

resolved, both

Store, Tapestries selling at $1.50

A

they

AND JOBBERS

ami accurately adjusted to //•-»', * >•!•! am! i'-n./am and ill, iThe liner grades all having three pairs C'ouicul Pivots, Cap Jeweh il, in 4«ol«l
in the cheapest grades, have the STRAIGHT KINK Escapement, with Kxposed Pallet .Jewels, and Hardened and IViuperrd lla.r Springs and L»i our fit. unpro\ einei.t
ST KM WINDING mechanism we claim a STHKX/i Til, SIMI'UCITY, and SMOOTH X KS* hitherto unattamed in any other manul.u lure, at home or abroad,
Constantly on hand, full lines, all sizes, in Gold, Silver, Diamond Set and Magic Cases, Minute Repeaters, Independent I I, 1 > Split and Fly-hack Seconds, (or tnkm,
three different times, for timing horses, Artillerymen. &c.
A^Pricc List furnished the trade on application, enclosing business card. For sale by the traile generally’, beware ot worthless unit at ion-, \\ it h \\ Inch the country iare engraved on the plate over the main
Hooded. Insist on a certificate of genuineness from those oi whom you purchase, and see that the words, Marion. N
spin,
barrel. All others are spurious.

Rockland

are a

Liver Complaint in all its forms, Huof the Blood and Skin, Scrofula, Dyspepsia, ( oetiveness, Indigestion, Jaundice, Headache and Billious
Diseases, General Debility, &c., They cleanse the system, regulate the bowels, restore the appetite, purify
the blood, strengthen the body, and thoroughly prepare
it to resist diseases of all kinds. GEO. C. GOODWIN
St CO., Boston. Sold by all Druggists.

And purchasers must insist
if
do not wish to have
forced upon them.
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by all dealers in drugs and medicines.
Tl'RKEH A CO., Proprietor*),
IiO Tremont, Street, Boaton, Ifl&tsi.
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the first year from the
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and
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have marked down those in stock

trouble.

AlAIICTAflllCC forced to grow in six weeks.
IvlUUd I AvilCo Receipt sent for 50 ct». Address II. RICHARDS, Box 3980, New York 1*. O.

tailing strength.
Sent by mail on receipt of price
One package
$1.00

WORKS

Bankrupt Houses. Consequently
we are receiving large invoices
of goods by every steamer, and
to

Feet Front—irou and (d t:i''.

2.W

member of this

one

that will meet with ready sales,
and securing the choicest from

SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS.

politician.
[At this point the General’s father, who was an
old time Democratic politician and Sheriff of Penobscot county, interjected the remark—“The hoy
knows nothing about politics.”]
Reporter—Blit nevertheless the “bov” has managed remarkably well to keep the Republican party of Maine intact.
"Governor—I have endeavored to discharge my
duty to the people and have made some enemies by

the counsels of a few who attempted
control me. 1 am impatient of restraint and relive under party discipline.
Reporter—It is given out that you do not intend
to enter the list again as Governor.
Governor—That is my intention. I have occupied
the position four years—one year longer than any
of my predecessors. The office has its pleasures
and Us perplexities, ami having shared both, I propose to leave the legacy to a successor.
Reporter—Your decision limits the field to Ilersey and Perham,
Governor—So 1 understand. Either of them
would doubtless till the office acceptably.
Reporter—Which of tlie two in your judgment
will succeed ?
Governor—The Convention, of course, will decide tlie question, but my impression is that Air.
Perham will obtain the nomination. I think Gen.
Herscy overrates his strength.
Reporter—It has been intimated that you were to
he brought forward as a compromise condidatc for
Congress in the first Congressional District.
Governor—You can’t rely upon all vou hear. A
bitter feud exists in m v district, and it’is not certain
Unit it can he healed. If Mr. Lynch should he nominated, with the present feeling upon the subject,
tlie Democrats would stand a fair chance to elect
their candidate.

we

firm in the Western markets most
of the time, selecting such goods

a

Mr. Morrill will be
candidate in connection with Mr. Waxhburne,
and probably Mr. l’ike. I do not see the way clear
for my friend Morrill. Washburn seems to have a
good many friends in the Western counties.
ltejtorter—You arc aware that your name is mentioned in connection with the office V
Governor—There was a time when the position
of Senator of the United States was
very desirable.
It would be so now if it could be bestowed
by the
free and unbiased suffrages of the people. But the
means which arc seemingly necessary to be employed now to attain it, divest it, in a great measure
of its traditional dignity and honor.
The impression conveyed
by the General’s manner and conversation
was, that he was very little
versed in the intrigues of politicians—that his convictions upon all topics arc of a
character,
but you, Mary, had made such and that lie is thoroughly honest positive
and sincere in the
me, I certainly should have entertainment and enunciation of them.

Is it conic to this, that you
must make conditions?
Well, my dear,
make your demand.’
•The condition is’ said Mary, ‘that
you will
allow me to furnish all the refreshments.’
'Well that is an odd idea? Mary,
my dear,
I hope you don’t mean to insinuate that I am
?’
poor
•'citing
‘No, Hattie; thank fortune, she has showered her favors on
yon quite
liberally.
Hut I have a notion for this, which, if you
please, I will not divulge; only let me have
my way this once, just for the oddity of the

thing.’
‘If anybody

eurne off on that baking day
Mary could have wished it.
Her bread was light and sweet, and white as
a snow-flake, with
just a golden-brown lwie
of crust surrounding it; her cakes were per-

precisely

MORRILL CHIEF.

This splendid MTILUOK is six
years
old, stands lt'» hands high, and weighs 1100 BONNET
pounds. lie was brought from Vermont by
l>, K. Lucy, and his predigree is as follows
KS II' IN N I I
,„l.l II A ISt|,|,,„ |u .l"r color. .1
J1 J AIM
Morrill <
was sired by Young Morrill Jr., he
anil I" "I.' ml" II"' l-it.-l Hyi.M
n.-,n
pmmptlv
by Noting Morrill, and he by Old Morrill, he bv Wood- ly
M. u an. Kuy* Mm m,l I'auanm
llat* bl.:uh.,l,
bury Morgan, he by Justine Morgan. Old Morrill’s colored Him Tiaped,
dam was by Harris llaiubletonian. Morrill (’lin t’s darn
.'I'.l-r'■ A1''" A lot 01 "I"" un.l ln'ys Canton Straw
was by Napoleon, he
by Flint Morgan, he by Sherman Hals to I"' -olil very low
Morgan, anil he by Justine Morgan. Morrill (Jhiel
Grand l>am by Sherman Morgan Jr,, lie by Sherman
Millinery Goods to bo soItl ro

BLEACHERY

Morgan.

Morrill <'|ii«>f will stand at my stable in North
HORRIE, arriving
Thursday
and mares coming from a distance, will be Searsport on Mondays, Wednesdays, Thursday and Ki i
entertained FREE, at my house and stable during days. At. Searsport Village on Tuesday forenoon, at
Stockton Tuesday afternoon, coming home through
their stav.
The above horse is a thorough bred ‘CLT I»Ef*i- l’rospect. Oil Saturdays lie will tie at Bellas!.
IT. it ms. To warrant $15. By the Season
and
was
Single
DALE,"
imported at great expense by .lames
Higgins. Ksq., from IEW BlltAMD K k. ex- Service, $7. Colts hidden for service «>1 the horse.
the
to
breed ol horses in this vicinity
E. W SEAVEY.
pressly improve
"wf{
This horse is Kight Years old this Spring, weighs
North Searsport, May f>, 1*70.
1,400 pounds, and is claimed to be a perfect made
horse in every respect. For draught or the road, this
N. 1U < K i: II N o %
horse has no superior. He combines immense power,
with light easy and graceful action. In order to enable
desire
to
ail who
improve their Stock, to avail them- ViHJNXELLEll it’ ATTOll.M'A' AT J.AH*
selves of the services of this horse, I have concluded to
reduce the price, and to warrant for $10.00.
OFFICF, II \ \ I OKI) BLOCK,
KOBD CAY, Cay Farm.
Belfast, April lath, WO.
swli
Belfast, Maine.

gardless of Cost.
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Bolt’ast Savings Bank
NOW
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TIMM TO DMI’OSI I.
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A penny saved is a penny earned.”
l>flore the 1st ol any month,
made
DKroslTS
will be placed upon interest, every month, except
on or

in

May and
bailie in

November''and interest computed upon the
Juno and December.
Deposits received daily at (he Hanking Doom, from \>
to \ A. 1\I., and J to I 1*. M .Saturdays trom mto i,‘ \ ;y|
IOIIN 11. QlllMin IT
.V \ I At M ». I‘ie

llelfhst, May
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